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MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE 

The surveillance and monitoring of aquatic environments for chemical 
contaminants can be costly. Many laboratories are barely able to cope with current 
sample loads, and those loads are likely to increase as a result of regulatory and political 
pressures. There is a requirement for new and improved analytical methods that will 
boost productivity and lower costs. At present, valuable resources are used to analyze 
samples that are either analyte free or have negligible analyte levels. Methods that could 
screen out such ‘negative’ samples, preferably after minimal sample preparation, would 
lower the overall cost of analytical programs. Immunoassay (IA) screening techniques for 
the detection of a broad variety of pollutants, including pesticides and industrial 

contaminants, are reviewed. Most methods are sufficiently sensitive and selective for use 
in monitoring the aquatic environment. In many cases samples can be analyzed with little 
or no preparation. IAs are best suited to the analysis of large sets of samples. IA kits 
are commercially available for those without the resources to develop their own assays. 
IAs could play a key role in the cost-effective and innovative laboratory of the future. 

The present review indicates that IAs for the detection of environmental 
contaminants are gaining wider acceptance. New assays have been developed for many 
additional pollutants over the past five years. Routine analytical laboratories should 
explore the use of IA techniques to complement traditional analytical schemes in an 
attempt to reduce costs and improve productivity.



SOMMAIRE A L’INTENTION DE “LA DIRECTION 

La surveillance des m'i"lieu'x aquatiques afin de déceler la présence de 
contaminants chimiques peut étre cofiteuse. De nombreux laboratoires peuvent a peine 
traiter le volume actuel des échantillons, et ces volumes sont appelés it augmenter en 
raison des exigences liées 51 la réglernentation et des pressions au niveau politique. Des 
méthodes d’analyse nouvelles et améliorées sont nécessaires pour accroitre la productivité 
et abaisser les cofits. l’heure actuelle-, des ressources importantes sont utilisées pour 
analyser des échantil_lons qui ne contiennent pas de substances cibles a analyserou dont" 
les teneurs sont négligeables, Le recours at des méthodes qui pourraient dépister des

p échantillons "négati-fs", de préférence apres une préparation minimale de l’echanti_llon, 
abaisserait le cofit global des programmes d’analyse. Le présent rapport examine des 
techniques de dosages immunologiques en vue du dépistage d’une vaste gamme de 
polluants, notamment de pesticides etide contaminants industriels. La plupart des 
méthodes sont suffisamment sensibles eta sélectives pour en pennettre l’emploi dans le 
cadre d’activités de surveillance du milieu aquatique. Dans bon nombre de cas, des 
échantillons peuventg étre analysés sans preparation ou avec peu de préparation. Les 
dosages immunologiques conviennent mieux a l’analyse de grands ensembles 
d’échantillons. Les établissements qui ne disposent pas des ressources nécessaires pour 
élaborer leurs propres essais peuvent se procurer des trousses de dosage immunologique. 
Les dosages immunologiques pourraient jouer un role important au niveau du laboratoire 
de l’avenir au plan de la ren_tabil_i_té et de l’innovation. 

La présente étude montre que les dosages immunologiques pour le dépistage 
des contaminants environnemventaux‘ sont de plus en plus acceptés. Au cours des cinq 
derniéres années, de nouveaux essais ont été mis au point pour de nombreux autres 
polluants. Des laboratoires d’analyses courantes devraient étudier la possibilité 

d’ap_pliquer des techniques de dosage immunologique comme complément aux 
programmes d’analyse classique pour tenter de réduire les 'coi‘1ts et d’accroitre la 

productivité.
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ABSTRACT 

Environmental managers and analysts alike are becoming more interested in 
techniques that will help to lower costs and improve efficiency. Immunoassays (I_As), 
which have already revolutionised clinical chemistry, could play a key role in the cost- 
effective and innovative laboratory of the future. IA screening techniques for the 
detection of a broad variety of pollutants, including pesticides and industrial contaminants, 
are reviewed. The majority of the methods are sufficientlyrsensitive and selective for use 
in monitoring the aquatic environment. In many cases samples can be analyzed with little 
or no preparation. IAs are best suited to the analysis of large» sets of samples. IA kits 
are commercially available for those without the resources to develop their own assays. 
Future trends will probably include the use of immunoaffinity probes for the direct 
detection of contaminants, the use of immunoaffinity chromatography for the one step 
purification of trace contaminants, and multi-analyte assays that are based on arrays of 
antibody microspots. Such developments will boost productivity and will also enable 
laboratory managers to reserve costly instruments, such as mass spectrometers, for the 
quantification of positive samples.



RESUME 

Des gestionnaires de l’environnement de meme que des analystes sont de plus 
en plus intéressés par des techniques qui leur permettront" d’abajsser les coiits et 

d’a_ccro'itre l’efficac'ité. Des dosages immunologiques, qui ont déja révolutionné la chimie 
clinique, pourraient jouer un role clé au niveau du laboratoire de l’avenir qui serait 
rentable et innovateur. Le present rapport traite des techniques de dosage immunologique 
pour le dépistage d’une vaste gamme de polluants, notamment de pesticides et de 
contaminants industriels. La majorité des méthodes sont suffisamgment sensibles et 

sélectives pour permettre leur emploi dans la surveillance du milieu aquatique. Dans bon 
nombre de cas, des échantillons peuvent étre analysés sans préparation ou avec peu de 
préparation. Les dosages immujnologiques conviennent mieux a l’analyse de grands 
ensembles d’échantillons. Les établissements qui ne disposent pas des ressources 

nécessaires pour élaborer leurs propres essais peuvent se procurer des trousses de dosage 
immunologique. Les tendances futures comprendront probablement le recours a des 
sondes d’im1'nunoaffinité pour le dépistage direct de contaminants, la chromatographic par 
immunoaffinité pour la purification en une seule étape de contaminants a l’ét_at de trace, 
et des essais visant l’analyse simultanée de plusieurs substances fondés sur une collection 
de microtaches d’anticorps. De tels progres accroitront la productivité ct permettront 
également aux gestionnaires des laboratoires de réserver l’utilisation d’instrumen_ts 

cofiteux, comme des spectrometres de masse, a la quantification d’échantillons positifs,
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INTRODUCTION 

Modem society has released a myriad man-made chemicals» into the 

environment, This is hardly a surprise since about 500,000 chemicals are in use 
worldwide (1), and about 76,000 of those chemicals are in daily use (2). The chemical 
emissions of industry, agriculture, and municipalities often end up in surface or ground 
water (3, 4). Water is a major transportation vector for chemical pollutants; the oceans 
and large inland lakes are the ultimate sinks (5). The hundreds of new compounds that 
enter" the market place annually (6) will aggravate the crisis (3) unless remedial action is 
taken. 

In addition to being concerned about the environmental damage that chemical 
pollutants cause, the public is worried about possible health effects - even though much 
of the evidence that links environmental pollutants to health problems has yet to be 
quantified and remains controversial (3, 4, 7 - 9). One response to such concerns is to 
regulate the use and emission of problem chemicals. Exposure and consumption 
guidelines are usually based on worst case estimates of adverse health effects. The intent 
is to minimise exposure to harmful agents as part of the effort to improve public health 
(10), 

The best way to conserve and protect the aquatic environment is to control 
pollution at its source. The extent of pollution and the effects of control and remedial 
measures on affected ecosystems must also be assessed. The surveillance and monitoring 
of aquatic environments for chemical contaminants can be an onerous and costly task. 
Because humans are exposed to aquatic pollutants mainly by the consumption of 
contaminated water or biota (11), much attention is focused on those matrices. Analytes 
that require enrichment and the use of sophisticated detectors can be particularly difficult 
to determine (12 - 15). Many laboratories are barely able to cope with current sample 
loads, and those loads are .likely to increase in response to regulatory and political
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pressures. Clearly, there is a need for new and improved analytical methods to help boost 
productivity and lower costs (16), At present it is common for laboratory staff to spend 
much time processing samples that are either analyte free or contain negligible analyte 
levels. Methods that could screen out these ‘negative’ samples, preferably after minimal 
sample preparation, would lower the cost of many analyses. 

There are two main screening strategies; one is to detect biological or 

biochemical effects that are induced by contaminants, and the other is to selectively detect 
target contaminants. The former approach includes a wide variety of short-term 
mutagenicity and toxicity tests. The Ames test (17, 18), which is probably the best 
known mutagenicity test, uses the induced reversion of mutant genes in strains of 
Salmonella typhimufium to estimate a sample’s mutagenic and carcinogenic potential 

(1). Since many carcinogens are mutagenic in in-vitro tests (17, 19, 20) the short term 
mutagenicity tests can be used to rank samples according to carcinogenic potential and 
potential health risk (21). There are many other short term mutagenicity tests (21, 22), 
most of which can be readily adapted to environmental tasks. Mutagenicity (23) and 
cytogenicity tests (24, 25) have been used to detect the effects of chemical pollution in 
aquatic envivronrnents. In the absence of an all purpose method for the assessment of 
environmental health (26), batteries of short term biochemical (27), genotoxicity, and 
bioassay tests (28) have been used to screen samples (2).' Positive samples can be 
fractionated and re-analyzed so as to identify the toxicant (29, 30). Unfortunately many 
carcinogens test negative in the various short term mutagenicity tests (19), and 
genotoxicity tests do not detect carcinogens such as benzene and many of the halogenated 
aromatic hydrocarbons (19, 20). 

Immunoassay (IA) screening tests are a blend of techniques from analytical and 
clinical chemistry (15, 31), and are among the most promising techniques for the 

detection of targeted contaminants. IAs employ the selective and sensitive antibody (AB) 
- antigen (AG) reaction to detect organic molecules. Historically, metabolites of DDT 
(1,1,1-trichloro-di-(4~chlorophenyl)ethane) and malathion were the first molecules used
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to induce the formation of reagent antibodies to environmental contaminants (32, 33). 
Centeno et al, (32) suggested that their anti-DDA and anti-malathion ABs could be used 
with radio-and fluoresceinllabels to locate pesticide residues in plant tissue. Ercegovich 

(34) extended that concept in a pivotal article that proposed the use of immunological 
screening methods for the rapid detection of pesticide residues. He foresaw that IAs 
could be used not only to rapidly screen large sample sets, but also to confirm the results 
of conventional techniques. A rad_ioimmunoassay (RIA) for the insecticides aldrin and 
dieldrin (35) was the first reported assay for an environmental contaminant. An IA for 
2-aminobenzimidazole, a degradation product of the fungicide Benomyl (36), and a set 
of assays for some important chlorinated pollutants (37 - 39) soon followed. 

‘ Because IAs are ideal for determining the absence of analyte, they can expedite 
the elimination of "negative" samples from large sample sets. Residue chemists have 
been encouraged to explore the cost saving potential of IAs by the International Union 
of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) Commission on Pesticide Chemistry (40). The 
screening out of "negative samples" would be particularly beneficial in the case of trace 
contaminants that require complex multi-step clean-up procedures and sophisticated 
instrumental quantification (41, 42). IA screening techniques can lower average analytical 
costs by a factor of five (31), and for many analytes could eliminate the need for 
extensive sample clean-up (40). It now costs about $1 billion a year to monitor 
environmental contaminants in the United States (3.1). Clearly there are considerable 
savings to be made. The maturing interest in environmental IAs is evident from the 
reviews (42 -52, 54 - 56) and supportive articles (57 - 62) that have been published in the 
past decade. The commercial prospects for environmental IA kits have also been assessed 
(31, 47, 49).

1 

The present report describes the more popular IA techniques and then reviews 
IA methods for the detection of a variety of environmental contaminants and related 
compounds. Close attention is paid to IAs that can detect contaminants in the aquatic 
environment.
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Background 

Yalow and Berson (63) won the Noble Prize for their development of a 

quantitative immunological assay of human insulin that made possible the accurate 
measurement of pg hormone levels in small samples of body fluid. The technique was 
based on the ability of insulin to displace ml labelled beef insulin from AB-insulin 
complexes. The displacement of .tracer was proportional to the amount of unlabelled 
insulin. The evolution of IAs as routine analytical tools ensued. IAs main advantage 
over other binding assays, is the ability of the immune system to produce, on demand, 
antibodies to virtually any organic molecule. Three decades after their invention IAs are 
widely used in clinical laboratories (66) because they are sensitive, specific, and cost 
effective (43, 65). IAs have been developed for many analytes including pharmaceuticals, 
parasites, and bacteria (66 - 70). ~. 

Antibodies are the essential IA reagent, and they tend more than the other 
reagents to determine an assay’s characteristics. The antibodies used in IAs belong to the 
immunoglobulin’s gamma fraction (IgG) and are produced by mammalian lymphocyte B 
cells, usually in conjunction with T helper cells (62, 71 - 74), as part of the immune 
systems response to foreign substances (76, 77). Each differentiated B cell clone (plasma 
cells) secretes a single antibody type-. Because the divalent ABs are formed against each 
of" the immunogen’s antigenic sites, the resultant serum is a mixture (poly-) of clonal 
antibodies. The weak AB-AG interaction involves only non-covalent bonds: Van der 
Waals interactions, electrostatic bonds, hydrogen bonds, and hydrophobic bonds. The first 
two bond types usually predominate. Since AB-AG interactions occur over short 
distances, a close steric fit» combined with a precise match of oppositely charged ions 
promotes binding (78). 

Ab-Ag binding depends on the physical and chemical properties of the 
reactants, and obeys the law of mass action (43, 64, 79): ‘

I
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Ab + Ag <> AbAg 
K = [AbAg]/[Ab] + [Ag]. 

K is a measure of the serum’s avidity for antigen. For some serum - antigen con_1bi_na- 
tions the mass action equation may be an over simplification since it averages many 
heterogenous interactions (78). In competitive IAs, such as ARIA, the reagents are usually 
adjusted so that 30 - 50% of the tracer is bound in the absence of analyte. After 

equilibrium binding is achieved the bound label (usually) is quantified. Analyte levels 
in unknown samples are interpolated from an assay calibration curve (80). 

Advantages and Limitations of IA Techniques 

There is general consensus that the many advantages of the IA technique 
outweigh its limitations (Table 1). Because IAs are inherently adaptable (44) their 
perceived limitations can often be overcome by creative assay design. Some limitations, 
such as the tendency to cross react, can be advantageous if the intent is to detect classes 
of related compounds. Although IAs are unsuitable for small sample sets, their efficiency 
and cost effectiveness improves as the sample load increases. IAs’ have generally low 
dettwtion limits (1-50 pg) which compare well with the best conventional methods. Such 
DI_.s can often be achieved with little or no sample preparation. From many perspectives 
IAs are a most promising screening technique (31, 34, 40, 44, 45, 68). At its present state 
of development, however, the technology is not suited to multi-residue applications. 

Immunogens 

Most organic pollutants of current interest are small molecules (molecular 
weight (MW) < 1000) that must be conjugated to a larger carrier molecule if they are to 
elicit an immune response. The term hapten is used to describe such compounds. Bovine 
serum albumin (BSA; MW 70000) is a popular carrier (81); it has plenty of free NH, 
groups and is easily sojlubilized. Other proteins can also be effective (Table 2); however,
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the carrier protein must be from a different species than the host animal if a strong 

immune response is to be induced. ABs can be generated to haptens that are as small as 
150 MW (ss). - 

Often the target compound contains a functional group that can be covalently 
coupled to the carrier molecule (Table 2). If not, a suitable group (NH,, C001-I-, OH, SH, 
CO, HCO) can be introduced into the hapten. In either case, care should be taken to 
avoid undesirable masking of characteristic features (76), which could adversely affect 
antibody specificity. ABs are usually most specific for parts of the molecule furthest 
from the site of conjugation (82, 83), and lowest for adjoining sites (70, 84). 

Consequently, the choice of target sector can determine whether the assay will be 
selective for a class of compounds, a particular contaminant, or a structural sub-unit. 
Thus, the design and preparation of -the immunogen can have a major influence on an 
assay’s characteristics. Separation ofthe hapten from the carrier protein by a linkage arm 
can help improve recognition of the hapten by the host’s immune system (43, 76, 85). 
Good antibody titres have been obtained using hapten conjugation ratios of 8-25 (85) al- 
though there is no consensus as to which ratio is best (43, 83, 86). Satisfactory immune 
responses have been reported for conjugation ratios as low as 2 to 6 haptens per protein 
molecule (83). It has been suggested that low substitution ratios are less likely to induce 
the production of low affinity antibodies (83). . 

A variety of methods that were originally developed for the conjugation of 
steroids, pharmaceuticals, and plant hormones to carrier proteins have been adapted for 
use with environmental contaminants (Table 2). Haptens that contain native or introduced 

carboxyl groups’ can be coupled via a mixed anhydride or acid anhydride directly to NH, 
groups on the protein (37, 85, 88). The mixed anhydride reaction does not lead to the 
formation of excessive cross-links in the protein molecule (10.0). Haptens that contain 

carboxyl groups can also be conjugated using" the straight forward water soluble 

carbodiimide (CD1) method (43, 76, 85), or the CDI based N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) 
activated ester reaction (85, 89). The latter method minimises cross-linkage reactions
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because the activated ester can be separated from the CDI reagent and stored for future 
use. Water soluble CDI methods are most suited to Water soluble or unstable haptens 
(43). Haptens that contain aromatic NH, groups can be diazotized and coupled directly 
to proteins (76, 91). Hapten NI-I, groups can also be derivatized using an acid anhydride, 
or an acid chloride of ~a dicarboxyllic acid and then coupled to protein via the remaining - 

COOH group. I-Iydroxyl groups can be converted to the half ester using an acid 
anhydride and subsequently coupled using one of the conjugation methods developed for 
carboxyl groups, such as the mixed anhydride method (92). Conjugation methods are 
available for other functionalities (83). 

Antisera 

Once purified and characterised, the imrnunogen is used to induce the 
production of ABs in a suitable host animal. Purification of the immunogen helps to 
narrow the range of affinities and specificities of polyclonal ABs (PABs). Because the 
titre, specificity, and avidity of sera can vary, the chances of a satisfactory immune 
response are increased if several animals are immunized. PABs are most often raised in 
rabbits because they are readily available, are inexpensive to maintain, and are usually 
responsive-. The host animal is injected intramuscularly orvia multiple intradermal routes 
with an emulsion of the immunogen in a suitable adjuvant (84, 86, 93). The adjuvant, 
usually Freund’s, slows the immunogen’s release from the injection site, and stimulates 
the immune response (43). When the antibody titre is satisfactory, blood is collected 
from the central ear vein or by cardiac puncture. After clotting, the serum is separated 
from the blood cells by centrifugation and stored at -70°C. 

If necessary, ABs that recognize the im_r_nunogen’s linkage arm can be removed 
by affinity chromatography. Either the antigen or the linkage arm is immobilized on a 
support bed; the matching ABs are removed from the serum by passing the serum through 
the column (37, 48, 93). Sera are selected for use in IAs on the basis of their avidity,
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which can be estimated by means of an antiserum displacement curve, and specificity for 
the target compound (80).

' 

Monoclonal Antibodies (MABs) 

Although most assay formats are not unduly influenced by the AB’s clonal 
type (42, 86), many of the shortcomings of polyclonal sera, such as finite production, can 
be overcome by means of hybridoma technology. MABs have stable specificity and 
affinity and are produced by segregated and immortalized lines of lymphocyte B cells (94, 
95). Most commonly,‘ spleen lymphocytes from immunized mice are isolated and then 
fused with myeloma cells. The resultant hybridomas are purified, cloned and screened 
for the ability to produce high affinity antibodies of the desired specificity. The selected 
clones are used to produce ABs either in cell culture or in the ascites fluid of mice, where 
the MABs are produced in high yields. Detailed descriptions of MAB production 
techniques are available from othersources (72, 76, 94 6 96). The clonal screening 
process, can be used to enhance an ass,ay’s specificity; clones can be selected that ignore 
the hapten - protein linker arm and are specific for the target molecule. MABs usually 
bind to a single antigenic determinant. The steep dose-response curves of" many, MAB 
based assays contributes to assay precision (43). Also, because of the clonal screening 
process, the immunogen does not need to be highly pure (43, 86). MAB technology can 
be used to standardize all aspects of an IA (43, 50, 76, 94). Hybridoma technology is 
not problem free, however. MABs are costly to produce (43, 16, 86, 96); the 

chromosome complement of the hybrid cells can be unstable (42, 43); and assay 
specificity can be too narrow for some screening tasks. 

Immunoassay Types 

The main types of immunoassay are differentiated by the type of tracer used 
to quantify the analyte. In most IA variants a decrease i_n the tracer’s activity relative to 
an analyte free control is inversely proportional to the analyte’s concentration.
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Radioisotopes and enzymes are the most commonly used labels, however, fluorescent and 
chemiluminescent labels are gaining popularity. Depending on the assay format the label 
is incorporated into either the ABs (primary or secondary) or the hapten. 

Radioimmunoassay: Radio-ligands, especially those that emit gamma radiation, can be 
rapidly, conveniently, and sensitively counted (92, 98, 99). Pg level determinations are 
usually possible using RIA (66). Unlike some non-isotopic IAs, RIA’s final 

quantification step unaffected by non specific interferences (100, 101). 

ml, which combines high isotopic abundance with high specific radioactivity 
(2170 Ci/mmol (66), is the most commonly used isotope. As a gamma emitter, "51 is 
easily and efficiently counted without the need for scintillation fluids (43, 100, 101). 
Tritium or “C labelled ligands (specific activity: 29.2 Ci/mmol and 62.4 -mCi/mmol 
respectively (102) have lower specific activities (67) and require the use of a liquid 
scintillant (65, 67). For the latter two tracers a greater mass of radio-ligand is required 
to match the counting efficiency of an iodinated radio-ligand: the result is decreased assay 
sensitivity. RIA like assays achieve their maximum sensitivity when "51 label systems 
are employed (99). V

- 

Ideally the ABs should have similar affinity for both radio-ligand and analyte 
(84). Tritiated ligands, which are often available commercially (68), usually bear a closer 
resemblance to the unlabelled hapten than do iodinated ligands. 31-l’s longer half life 
(12.5 years) reduces the need for the regular synthesis of fresh batches of tracer. Tritiated 
ligands are widely used in IAs for steroids and drugs (66, 103) mainly because these 
compounds can be difficult to iodinate without affecting their antigenicity. Tritium based 
assays tend to be less sensitive than their iodinated counterparts (67, 80); although, Weiler 
et al. (86) points out that the difference can be slight. 

To minimize steric hinderance by the large iodine atom the hapten can be 
derivatized with an easily labelled phenolic or imidazole group (104, 105). Tyramine or
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histamine units that can be separated from the parent molecule by a spacer arm (106) are 
common choices; the subunits may be labelled before or after conjugation to the hapten 
(65, 101, 107). The spacerarm can affect assay performance. If the radio"-ligand’s spacer 

arm too closely resembles the immun'ogen’s_, the tracer may to be more avidly bound than 
the analyte, which can reduce assay sensitivity (108, 1'09). Bridge recognition is the chief 
disadvantage of radio-iodinated tracers (109). ["51] based assays that use homologous 
bridges are frequently less sensitive than their ‘H counter parts (109). Heterologous 

linkages that differ in either structure or site of attachment to the hapten can reduce the 

effect of bridge recognition (98, 105, 109). ml i_s substituted into the hapten by chemical 
(eg Chloramine-T) or enzymatic (eg lacto-peroxidase) driven reactionjs. These reactions 
oxidise Na‘-751; cationic ‘Z51 is then rapidly incorporated into the phenolic or imidazole 

residue (65, 66, 100, 101). Radio-ligands of high specific activity are essential for 

sensitive RIAs; the incorporation of one iodine atom per molecule is considered desirable 
(105). 

With the exception of scintillation proximity assays (111), the reliability of 
RIAs critically depends on the physical separation of the bound and free radio-tracer 
fractions. Phase separation procedures should be efficient, simple, inexpensive, and 
should not disturb the equilibrium between the binder and ligand (66, 112, 113). Most 
of the popular separation methods exploit either physicochemical or immunological 
principles. 

The physicochemical methods, which include fractional precipitation by salts 
or Solvents (84, 100), are simple, fast, cheap, and reproducible but tend to have high assay 

blanks (5-20%) (102, 112) which can affect assay performance at trace analyte levels (65, 
66). Such blank effects can be reduced by washing the precipitate (80). Adsorption of 

free tracer by dextran coated charcoal (DCC) is widely used in hapten assays (100, 114), 
DCC methods are convenient, inexpensive, and well suited to large sets of assay tubes 
(as).
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The double antibody separation (DAB) technique (100), which is probably the 
most popular of the immunological separation methods, exploits the spatial separation of 
the ABs antigenic and binding-sites. Antibodies raised against the primary host’s IgG are 
used to precipitate the AB"-ligand complex. DAB methods are reproducible, non- 

disruptive (80, 98, 115, 116), and usually have low assay blanks (1-3%) (65, 115). 

Either the primary or secondary ABs can be immobilized on a solid phase 
(106) such as polypropylene tubes (65, 100, 106) or particles of latex, sepharose, or 
sephadex (65). Immobilization of the ABs on magnetizable particles can eliminate the 
need for centrifugation (92, 102). Solid phase methods are versatile, have low non- 
specific adsorption effects (100, 102), and have fewer error sources than other methods 
(116). On the debit side, particulate solid phase reagents are expensive, and 
immobilization may reduce the serum’s avidity (65, 100). 

Because of their non-competitive design, assays that employ labelled ABs 
usually have the potential to be more sensitive than competitive binding assays, such as 
RIA, which use labelled analytes (99, 118). Immunoradiometric assays (IRMA) use 
label_led ABs in excess quantities and are non-competitive (64)-. Although the sensitivity 
of non-competitive assays could theoretically be improved down to a detection limit of 
a single molecule if a sufficiently active tracer and detection system were available (99), 
their sensitivity is limited in practice by the label’s specific activity (64, 99). For that 
reason IRMAs are unlikely to prove more sensitive than conventional RIA methods (64) 
unless a non-isotopic label is used. IRMA is not suited to small haptens since it requires 
two well separated epitopes per target molecule. 

In scintillation proximity assays second ABs which are coated onto micro 
spheres that contain a fluorophore are used to bind the primary ABs. Radioactive decay 
emissions from the bound tracer excite the fluorophore, and the emitted light is quantified 
in a scintillation counter.
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Enzyme-Immunoassay: 
Concern about the health effects of low level radiation and strict regulations 

governing the use of radio-isotopes stimulated interest in alternative IA labels. Enzyme- 
immunoassays (EIAs) which were introduced by Engvall and Perlmann (119) and van 
Weeman and Schuurs (120) resemble RIA, except that enzyme activity rather than 
radioactivity is measured. EIAs overcome some of RIA’s limitations (69) through 
improved safety, superior versatility (304), and longer lived reagents (100, 121). The E1A 
and RIA formats are comparably sensitive (122) and cost effective. Moreover, EIAs can 
be easily adapted for use in the field (123). 

On the other hand, enzymatic end points are more difficult to detennine 
precisely than gamma emitting labels and they require an extra assay step (121). Slight 

variations in reaction conditions can affect enzyme activity (76), although the differences 
in precision between state of the art ElAs and RI_As are now considered marginal (100, 
122). Enzyme based assays, particularly homogenous EIAs, may be more susceptible to 
interferences than RIA (121). 

In the present review the term EIA is used to describe all IAs that depend on 
enzyme labelled reagents (121, 122) for the signal quantification step. A multiplicity of 
BIA formats have been developed. The characteristics of the main EIA variants are 
described in the next section. The application at hand and the nature of the sample matrix 
usually determine which format is preferable. Most commonly, antibodies or coating 
antigen are adsorbed on a solid phase to facilitate phase separation (76, 124); usually a 

96 well plastic micro-titre plate is used for this purpose. The coated plates are stable for 
3 to 6 months (125). The optical density (OD) of the developed plates are read in 
micro-titre plate readers which are available from commercial sources. The levels of the 
various reagents are selected by means of checkerboard titrations (76, 96)-.
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Enzyme Tracers: The most popular enzyme labels are horse radish peroxidase, glucose 
oxidase, alkaline phosphatase, and b-galactosidase (76, 100, 122, 123, 126). A variety 
of reagents including glutaraldehyde and sodium periodate (123) are used to conjugate 
enzyme labels to antibodies. The methods listed in Table 2 can be used to conjugate 
enzymes to haptens (76, 122, 123, 125). Bridge recognition by the induced ABs can be 
reduced by means of a heterologous assay design or affinity purified serum (86). 

EIAs can be divided into two main categories: competitive and non-competitive 
(immunometric) assays (124). These categories can be further sub-divided into 

heterogenous and homogenous assay formats. Unlike homogenous assays, heterogenous 
assays require separation of the bound and free phases before the enzymatic end point is 
determined. ' 

Homogenous EIAs 

In competitive. homogenous BIA (gnzyme-_n3_ultiplied 1A technique (EMlT)) the enzyme 
is conjugated to the hapten and its activity is modulated by the binder (122). EMIT 
assays are efficient and precise (100). Because the mechanism of enzyme inhibition is 
steric, EMIT assays are most suited to small antigens or haptens (127) whose antibody 
binding sites are close to the conjugated enzyme. EMIT assays are extensively used in 
clinical chemistry (127) and tend to be less sensitive than their heterogenous counterparts 
(50, 123); they are also susceptible to matrix interferences (127). 

Nonfcompetitive homogenous EIAs (enzyme-immunometric assays) are equivalent to 
IRMA except that an enzyme tracer replaces the antibodies’ isotopic label. They use an 
excess of labelled antibody and are capable of low detection limits. '
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I-Ieterogenous EIAs. 

Competitive heterogenous EIAs are the equivalent of conventional RIAs (100, 122) and 
are the most popular format for residue tests (50, 52). They are often loosely referred to 
as enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA). The antibody (directversion) or 
antigen (indirect version) is adsorbed on the solid phase; antigen adsorption helps to 
conserve antiserum. Immobilized AB versions require the co-incubation of sample and 
enzyme tracer which can expose the tracer to harmful matrix components (128). For the 

indirect versions a calibrated amount of protein-hapten conjugate is immobilized on the 
solid phase; the sample and a limited amount of antiserum are then added and incubated. 
After a phase separation step, the amount of primary antibody bound to the adsorbed 
hapten is used to quantify t_he analyte (70). Either the primary or a secondary 

antibody may be labelled. The use of enzyme labelled DABs, which are available 
commercially, prevents possibly harmful matrix components from coming in contact with 
the enzyme label (70). 

Non-competitive heterogenous (EIA); Although the acronym ELISA is often loosely 
applied to all solid-phase IAs that use enzyme labelled reagents (121), it can also be used 
more restrictively to describe all non-competitive solid phase heterogenous assays (123). 
ELISAs are commonly used to detect antibodies (76) and are excess reagent assays in 
which the amount of bound enzyme label is directly proportional to the analyte’s 

concentration (123). The majority of ELISAs employ enzyme labelled antibodies. If the 
antibodies are immobilized, the antigen must have multiple antibody binding sites (121). 

Fluorescent and Chemiluminescent Labels 

Fluorescent: 

Fluorescent labels, such as fluorescein, rhodamine, and the rare earth chelates have 

emerged as promising non-isotopic labels (100, 129, 130). The labelling techniques are
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relatively simple and the tracers have an indefinite shelf life (129). The quantification 
of fluorescent labels ‘rivals gamma counting for rapidity and precision (129). 

Fluoroimmunoassays (FIAs) have been developed in competitive and non-competitive 
formats. The use of the chelated rare earth fluorophores should help improve the 
sensitivity of the FIA technique (130) by reducing the effects of background signals, 
which have caused problems in earlier FIAs. It may be possible to extend the sensitivity 
of non-competitive labelled AB type assays below the limits imposed by radio-isotope 
labels (99) by using high specific activity fluorescent labels. 

Chemiluminescence: 

Chemiluminescent labels, such as luminol, can be used as tracers in CIA assay systems 
that in several cases have proven as sensitive as RIA or EIA systems (131). The luminol 
label is oxidised in the presence of H202 and a catalyst such as microperoxidase (132). 
Wider use of the CIA technique has been impeded by inefficient detectors and the 
tendency of sample components to interfere with signal detection. 

ENVIRONMENTAL APPLICATIONS 

The following section is an overview of IAs that have been developed for the 
major classes of environmental contaminants: trace contaminants, herbicides, insecticides, 
and fungicides. Assay performance characteristics and assay validation shall be 
considered in subsequent sections. 

Halogenated Aromatic Hydrocarbons (I-IA]-Is) and Related Compounds 
Several groups of halogenated aromatic compounds have become notorious as 

trace contaminants, mainly because of their toxicity toward test animals, persistence in 
the environment, and tendency to accumulate in the food chain. Public and scientific 
concern has created an acute need for data that describe the distribution, occurrence, and 
fate of organohalogen contaminants in the environment. HAHs tend to be difficult to
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analyze because they are lipophilic and often have multiple congeners. In the mid '70s, 
researchers at the National Institute of Health Sciences in the USA, recognising the 
potential of IA as a screening tool, developed IAs for the following HAH pollutants: 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDFs), and 
polychlorinjated dibenzo-p-dioxins (PCDDs) (Table 2). This pioneering research overcame 
some serious problems related to the poor solubility of‘ HA1-ls and the development of 
suitable "radio-ligands. It successfully demonstrated the ability of" IA screening techniques 
to detect members of this important class of environmental contaminants. 

PCDD is
n 

The 75 PCDD congeners, commonly known as "dioxins", have caused more 
concern than almost any other organic pollutant. 2,3,7,~8-T,,CDD, the most notorious 
dioxin congener, is extremely toxic to some mammals such as the guinea pig; other 
2,3,7,8- substituted congeners are also very toxic. Although, some PCDDs are considered 
to be potent carcinogens in test animals (19),, there is continued controversy about the 
nature and magnitude of the "dioxin threat" to human health. Kjrnbrough (134) states 
that, based on present datfa-andknown exposure levels, the PCDDs may not be a serious 
health hazard for the general population. Recent evidence, however, indicates that 

PCDDs, PCDFs, and co-planar PC_Bs not only cause a series of effects at the subcellular 
level, many of which are manifested clinically in animals and humans (53, 135), but are 
also apparently carcinogenic in humans, where they may act as long term promoters of 
a variety of cancers (136). PCDDs are lipophilic and recalcitrant compounds that tend 
to bio-accumulate in the food chain. They are formed as by products during the 
manufacture of chlorophenols and phenoxy herbicides, and during the chlorine assisted 
removal of lignin from pulp products. PCDDs are also formed during the combustion of 
many materials in the presence of chlorine. Conventional methods for the determination 
of PCDDs, which couple extensive clean-up with high resolution gas chromatography and 
mass spectrometry, are time consuming and expensive ($1000 - $2000 per sample).
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Albro et al. (37) developed an RIA for PCDDs in an effort to reduce the number of 
samples that must be analyzed by mass spectrometry. 

Because AB - antigen binding is an aqueous phase reaction, hydrophobic 
analytes such as PCDDs should be solubilized in the assay buffer (137). The 
solubil_ization system should render the ligands accessible to the ABs without unduly 
interfering with the binder - ligand reaction. The non-ionic surfactants Cutscum and 
Triton X-305 (0.5%) were the most effective of 15 detergents that Albro’s group tested 
for the ability to solubilize 2,3,7,8-T,,CDD. The Triton based assay was the more 
sensitive; probably because Cutscum inhibits Ab binding (‘15‘-20%) more than Triton 
(1-2%) (39). The Cutscum based assay, however, had a wider Working range and greater 
capacity. The antisera, which were raised in rabbits, were screened for selectivity, low 
recognition of the immunogen’s adipamide group (Table 2), and high affinity for the 
dioxin portion of the radio-ligand (139). 

"The RIA was highly specific for PCDDs a_nd PCDFs: of several related 

compounds that were tested only the co-planar 3,4,3’,4’éTCBP cross reacted only weakly 
(6%). The two selected sera, F-12 and GC-5, differed in their ability to bind a spectrum 
of PCDD and PCDF congeners. GC-5 had greater affinity than F--12 for several P, and 
H6 substituted PCDD congeners making it more suitable for screening applications. The 
authors’ speculated that a radio-ligand with higher specific activity (Table 3) or a more 
avid serum (137) would help improve the assay’s sensitivity. 

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) also proved useful as a solubilization agent in the 
RIA for PCDDs (140): a DMSO based assay outperformed Cutscum-, Triton, and horse 
serum solubilization systems at low 2,3,7,8-T,,CDD levels. The DMSO based assay’s 
working range was from about 20 pg to 2 ng and its calibration curve was the steepest 
of the four assays. Reduction of the assay’s incubation time from 72 h to 24 h did not 
adversely affect assay performance. When fortified Trout extracts were analyzed,
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however, DMSO was found to be more prone to matrix overload effects than Triton 
(141). 

The radio=ligand used in the foregoing versions of the RIA for PCDDs (‘Z51- 
valeramido-PCDD) had several shortcomings that adversely affected assay performance 
and reliability. The unlabelled hapten was unstable: it tended to lose iodine during 

storage and to cyclize, which resulted in variable yields from the labelling reaction. Also 
the specific activity of the radio-ligand could not be readily increased by an enrichment 
step. Collier et al. (142) synthesised and characterized a tyramine derivative of 1-NH; 
3,7,8-T;,CDD that had similar solubility to Z,3,7,8-T4CDD»; it was hoped that this hapten 
would be easier to label in high yields. An anilide analogue of the molecule was labelled 
with cold iodine using a bi-phase reaction that was driven by chloramine-T (143). For 
unknown reasons the tyramine hapten, however, has proven difficult to label with ml 
(Unpublished data present author). The availability of high activity 40 Ci/rnmol) 
preparations of [3H]-2,3,7,8-TCDD (ChemSyn, Lexana, Texas) provided an alternative 
radioligand (144) for use in the RIA. A sensitive [:"I-I]-2,3,7,8-T,,VCDD based RIA was 
developed that could detect between 20 pg and 2.0 ng of 2,3,7,8-T,CDD. The assay used 
DCC to separate the bound and free phases (Table 3; (144)). The intra-assay precision 
of the [31-I] based assay was apparently better than that of the "SI based assay’s (CV of 
<15% vs 20%). A "low end" version of the assay that used reduced tjracer (1500 cpm) 
and antiserum levels had a working range of 2.5 - 200 pg of 2,3,7,8-T,,CDD. 

The ability of hybridoma technology to improve the selectivity of the IAs for 
PCDDs has been explored, Kennel et al. (145) used a novel solid phase RIA to screen 
hybridoma cultures for the production of anti-2-NH,-3,7,8-T,CDD MABs. The MABs 
were screened for the ability to bind immobilized BSA-T,-CDD. Although some of the 
MABs had high binding affinity for BSA-T,-CDD they were unable to detect free 2,3,7,8- 
T4CDD. Stanker and co-workers (146, 147) generated five MABs that were each capable 
of binding free '2,3,7,8-T_,CDD. Their success was attributed to the use of free 2,3,7,8- 
T4CDD in the clonal screening protocol. The MABs were used in a competitive indirect
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EIA. The analyte was solubilized in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) that contained BSA 
(1 mg/mL). The MABs differed in their ability. to recognize PCDD/PCDF congeners 
other than 2,3,7,8-T,,CDD; they favoured congeners with intermediate levels of 
chlorination (148). None of the MABs recognized unchlorinated, mono-, hexa-, or octa- 
chlorodibenzo-p-dioxin. The production of MABs with good affinity for the hexa-octa 
chlorinated PCDDs/PC_DFs would broaden the assay’s applicability. Because the ABs 
recognized the immunogen’s -NH, group as chlorine, the assay was more sensitive to 
1,2,3,7,8-PSCDD and 1,3,7,8-T,,CDD than to 2,3,7,8-T,,CDD. With the exception of the 
co-planar 3,3-’,4,4’-T_,CBP, PCBs were not bound. A later version ofthe EIA for PCDDs 
used Cutscum as the solubilization agent (97); assay performance was optimal at Cutscum 
levels of 0.125 and 0.25% (v/v). 

A sensitive RIA that could be used to detect 2,3,_7,8"-T,,CDF in commercial 
preparations of PCBs as well as in environmental samples has also been reported (38). 
PCDFs are present as contaminants in PCB preparations, and are also formed in large 
quantities when PCBs are burned. The assay had a working range of.20 pg to 4.0 ng of 
2,3,7,8-T,,CDF and was fairly specific for T,CDF; although some cross reactivity with 
similar compounds such as 2,3,8-T_.,CDF, 2,3,6,8-T4CDF, and 2,3,7,8-T,,BrDF was 
observed. Again, the hapten’s amino group was recognized by the immune system as a 
chlorine atom. The RIA for 2,3,7,8-T,,CDF warrants evaluation with environmental 
matrices. The assay would be particularly useful for screening samples from the vicinity 
of PCB fires, which are known to generate large quantities of 2,3,7,8-T,,CDF. 

PCBs 

PCBs are widespread environmental contaminants that are known to cause a 

variety of acute and chronic toxic effects in test animals and humans (90, 151, 152). 
Aroclors are commercially prepared PCB mixtures that are used as coolants in electrical 
transformers and capacitors. Aroclors differ in their chlorine content and in the average 
number of chlorine atoms per PCB molecule (152). The need to detect Aroclors in food,
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biota, and the environment stimulated interest in an IA for PCBs. Antisera raised against 
the lower chlorinated PCBs should be more sensitive to Aroclors, such as 1242, that 
consist of predominantly lower chlorinated isomers. Luster et al. (39) prepared antisera 

to several PCB derivatives (Table 2) for use in an RIA. The sera had greatest affinity 
for their corresponding haptens and were fairly specific for their matching isomers. The 
serum raised against 2-NH, —4,5,3’,4’-TCBP appeared to recognise the hapten’s NH, 
group a Cl atom since it was most sensitive to 2,4,5,3’,4t’-PCBP. Similarly the serum‘ 

raised against 3-NH, -2»,6,2’,6’-TCBP proved more sensitive to 2,3,6,2’,3’,6’-HCBP (43%) 
than 2,6,,2’,6’-TCBP (27.3%). Small quantities of detergent were used to solubilize the 
hydrophobic analyte and radioligand. A Triton X-305 (0.5%) based assay was more 
sensitive than its Cutscum equivalent; though, Cutscum had a greater capacity. As 
anticipated the antiserum to 4.-NH),-4,’-MCBP was most sensitive to Aroelor 1242 and 
poorly responsive to higher chlorinated Aroclors; the antisera to 2-NH,-4,5,3’,4-’-T4C(BP 

and the 3-NH,-2,6,2’,6’-T,,CBP were most sensitive to the higher chlorinated Aroclors. 
A typical calibration curve for Aroelor 1254 had a shallow slope; about 400 ng of analyte 
caused a 15% assay response. The assay’s sensitivity needs to be improved before it 
could be considered for routine use; that would probably require a more avid serum. 

Subsequently, Newsorne and Shields (154) exploited the tendency of the 
immune system to recognise -NH, groups as Cl atoms by raising an antiserum to 2-NI-If 
2’,4,4’,5,5’-PSCB (Table 2). The antiserum was expected to be more sensitive to the 
higher chlorinated PCBs that are common in Aroclor 1254- and 1260. A radioligand with 
high specific activity (2073 Ci/mmole) was prepared by the addition of ml directly to 2- 
NH;-2’,4,4’,5,5’-PSCB via a Sandmeyer reaction. The tracer’s proximity did not seem to 
unduly hinder antibody binding. DMSO (25%), which was used as a solubilization agent, 
permitted better antibody-ligand binding than Cutscum. Furthermore, the inclusion of 

DMSO in the DCC phase separation reagent improved assay sensitivity ten fold, 

presumably by improving the ligand’s access to the charcoal particles. The assay was 
most specific for the target congener. The calibration curves for Aroclor 1-260 and 1254 
were sensitive and steeply sloped; whereas the lower chlorinated Aroclor 1242 produced
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about 90% less binding. Researchers at ECOCI-IBM (MN) and Immunosystems Inc. 
(Ma_ine) recently reported the development of an EIA that is highly sensitive for Aroclor 
1248 (155). 

Johnson et al. (156, 157) reported R.IAs for 4.-acetaminobiphenyl and N,N’- 

diacetylbenzidine, which are metabolites~ of the carcinogens 4’-aminobiphenyl and 
benzidine (Table 2). The radioligand was prepared by the coupling of ty"r'am'ine to 
hemisuccinyl derivatives of the haptens by means of an NHS based active ester reaction. 
A lactoperoxidase method was used to label the ligand with ‘Z51. It should be possible 
to use a similar strategy to label other chlorinated hydrocarbons such as PCBs and 
PCDDs-. A MAB based EIA has been used to detect benzo-.a-pyrene (BP) and its 

metabolites in urine (158) (Table 2). The MABs cross-reacted with a broad range of BP 
m_etab'oli_tes and other polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Such broad specificity 
enhances the assay’s usefulness as a broad screen for PAI-ls and their metabolites, 
Westinghouse Bio-Analytic Systems developed an indirect EIA for the wood preservative 
pentachlorophenol (PCP) (159). The MABs used in the assay were fairly specific for 
PCP: 2,3,5,6-T_,CP cross reacted 42% and 2,4,6-T3CP cross reacted 12%. Solubilization 

of the analyte was aided by the inclusion of isopropanol (25%) in the reaction mixture. 

Herbicides 

Phenoxy acid herbicides: The widely used chlorinated phenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D and 
2_,4,"5-T) herbicides are routinely determined by high perfonnance liquid chromatography 
(I-IPLC) combination with GC detection; the analyte is usually derivatized before the 
GC step. The first of several IAs for the phenoxy herbicides was described by Rinder 
and Fleeker (160) whose RAIA used an antiserum that was raised against the 5i-NH, 
derivative of 2,4-D (Table 2). Because the ABs recognized the NH, group as a chlorine 
atom the assay was more sensitive to 2,4,5-T than to 2,4-D (Table 4). A phenolic 
derivative of 2,4-D was labelled with ml by means of a chloramine"-T procedure. The 
ABs bound the radioligand despite the tracer’s proximity to the parent molecule; however;
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the RIA’s performance varied with each batch of radioligand (161). In order to improve 
the specificity of the IAs for 2,4-D, Fleeker (161) raised sera to immunogens that were 
prepared by conjugation of the carrier protein to (a) the acetic acid ‘moiety and (b) the 
NH, group of 2-chloro-4-amino-phenoxyacetic acid (Table 2). The fonner serum was 
insensitive to 2,4,5-T, but the latter had comparable affinity for 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D, which 
indicates that the immune response lacked selectivity in the region of the hapten’s 

conjugation site. Used together the sera could reduce the incidence of false positive 
results. 

Knopp et al. (162) generated a low titre (1:50) serum to a 2,4-D hapten that 
was conjugated through the acetic acid group to the carrier protein (Table 2). 2,4-D was 
unable to compete for antibody binding sites with an “SI-tyramine derivative of 2,4-D 
(162, 163): probably because the radio-ligand and immunogen were overly similar. A 
sensitive assay was developed, however, using tritiated 2,4-D (162) as radioligand (Table 
4). The highly selective serum discriminated against 2,4,5-T (cross reactivity (CR) = 
9%). The authors suggested that the seium’s titre and avidity could probably be improved 
through the use of a different spacer group in the immunogen. The acetic acid group 
also used Hall et al. (_l64) as a conjugation site in the production of an anti-2,4-D serum 
that. showed little cross reactivity towards 2,4,5-T (11%) and monochloro-phenoxyacetic 
acid (16%)-. .A. novel radio-ligand was prepared by coupling tritiated glycine to 2,4-D via 
a mixed anhydride reaction. The serum was also used in an EIA for 2,4-D. 

Triazines: Dunbar (165) and Huber (166) concurrently developed a pair of for 

Atrazine, a popular herbicide that is used for the pre- and post- emergence control of 
annual weeds in a variety of crops including corn (maize). Dunbar’s serum, which was 
initially described in a patent application (165), was raised against a hapten that was 
conjugated through the 4 position through the 4 position on the aromatic ring to carrier 
protein (Table 2). Atyrosine methyl ester derivative of the hapten, suitable for labelling 

with 1251, was synthesised using the mixed anhydride method. For reasons of convenience 
an indirect BIA format was pursued (167), The ABs cross reacted significantly with
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propazine (87%) and azido atrazine (58%); simazine (10%) and ametryn (7%) cross 

reacted weakly. Deethylatrazine (6%) was the only one of five atrazine metabolites, 
including hyd_roxyat_razine, to cross-react in the assay. The assay was judged suitable for 
the rapid screening of samples for atrazine and propazine. 

Huber’s (166, 300) version of the atrazine EIA used a serum that was raised 
against the sulfoxide derivative of ametryn: ametryn is an analog of atrazine (Table 2). 

Purification of the ABs by immunoaffinity chromatography (IAC) improved the assay’s 
detection limit a hundred fold (Table 4). By immobilization of the ABs on polystyrene 
spheres it was possible to analyze larger sample portions (20 mL) with a corresponding 
improvement in the assay’s detection limit (Table 4). Ametryn was the most reactive 
(106%) of several triazine herbicides that were detectable by the assay. An attempt by 
Sharp et al. (169) to improve the selectivity of anti-atrazine sera by separation of the 
hapten from its carrier protein with a linkage group was not fully successful: apparently 
the serum cross-reacted with triazine herbicides that had similar N.-alkyl substituents. 
Researchers at Shell Development Co. (61, 170) are reported to have developed a highly 
specific anti-cyanazine serum (Table 2) which was used in a sensitive assay. The assay 
did not cross react with other commercial triazine herbicides but could detect metabolites 
of cyanazine (61)-. 

Huber and I-lock (172) employed their previously proven techniques to develop 
an EIA for terbutryn (Table-2). Terbutryn is a post emergence triazine herbicide that is 
used with several winter cereals; it is also effective in the control of aquatic weeds and 
algae. Several triazine herbicides and terbutryn metabolites such as hydroxyterbutryn 
cross-reacted in the assay. The assay’s DL was improved 250 fold when the polystyrene 
sphere format, which is ideally suited to water analysis, was used (Table 4). The 
improvement was realised without any pre-treatment of the sample (173). 

More recently Wittmann and Hock (168) used an immunogen that contained 
35 atrazine substituents per molecule to generate a serum that was used in a very sensitive
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assay (Table 2). Immunogens with a range of substitution ratios were produced by 
varying the type of carbodiim_ide coupling agent, the hapten/BSA ratio, and the 

carbodiimide ratio. An immunogen with 4 atrazine residues per molecule of BSA was 
used for an initial immunization period of five months at which time the 35 substituent 
immunogen was employed as a booster treatment. The assay was selective: it cross- 

reacted with only atrazine and propazine when serum C2 was used. The choice of tracer 
system was found to influence assay specificity: cross-reactivity with simazine was 
particularly affected (max. CR = 20%). Prof. Hock’s group subsequently published an 
evaluation of 3 versions of the atrazine EIA that were based upon different combinations 
of 2 sera and 2 tracers (174). The sera were raised against two immunogens. The most 
sensitive assay cross reacted with propazine (195%) and simazine (20%). Wittmann and 
I-lock (175) have also developed a sensitive EIA for deethylatrazine and deis0propyla- 
trazine, which are key atrazine metabolites. The immunogen was raised against the 2- 
aminohexanecarboxyllic acid deethyl- atrazine analogue (Table 2) which was prepared 
using a CMC coupling reaction. The enzyme labelled hapten was prepared using a 

CDI/N1-IS active ester procedure (Table 2). Microtitre plates that were coated with 
affinity purified ABs tended to lose activity after 2 weeks storage at 4 °C_. Serum coated 
plates, however, were stable for at least 2 months. The altemation of immunogens with 
high and low hapten substitution ratios in the immunization protocol once again resulted 
in a sensitive seru_m of high titre. The assay was able to efficiently detect both target 
compounds. 

Two versions of an enhanced luminescent IA for the detection of atrazine and 
simazine have been described (176, 177). In one version peroxidase labelled hapten was 
allowed to compete with the analyte for binding sites on AB coated polystyrene tubes-. 
The tubes were then washed and the amount of peroxidase bound to the ABs was 
measured using an isoluminol reagent. A microtitre version of the assay could be 
developed if a suitable plate reader were available. The reagent concentrations were 
increased sos as to shorten the incubation time of a version of the assay that is suitable 

for field use-. An outline report has also been made- of a FIA for the quantification of
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triazine herbicides (178). The tracer was prepared by labelling hapten molecules with 
fluorophores such as dansyl chloride and fluorescein. A simple, rapid and sensitive tube 
based EIA for atrazine and other triazines that is suitable for field use is available from 
ImmunoSyster_ns Inc. The serum used in this assay was raised against an imrnunogen that 
had a high substitution ratio of 30:1 and was prepared by derivatization of atrazine at the 
2'-chloro position (179) (Table 2). The antiserum cross-reacts with several triazine 
herbicides, which is advantageous when samples are to be screened for the triazenes as 
a herbicide class. A microtitre strip version of the assay offers superior sensitivity (Table 
4) and is more convenient for laboratory use. The assay has been found to be insensitive 
to variations in pl-I, temperature, and concentrations of calcium, sodium, and nitrate (180). 

Schlaeppi et al. (181) developed some highly specific anti-triazine MABs 
against haptens that were prepared by coupling valeric acid derivatives of atrazine and 
hydroxyatraz_ine to carrier protein (Table 2). Two groups of anti-hydroxyatrazine MABs 
were generated: the first group only cross-reacted with hydroxypropazine; whereas the 
second group cross reacted with several other hydroxy-s-triazines. The anti-atrazine 
MABs all had comparable selectivity: they recognised propazine (CR = 90%) and had 
reduced cross reactivity to other triazine herbicides and their hydroxylated metabolites. 
Giersch and Hock (182) conjugated ametryn sulfoxidegand dichloroatrazine to BSA in 
order to raise anti-atrazine MABs (Table 2). Four MABs were selected for detailed 
characterisation. The MABs raised against ametryn sulphoxide had strongest affinity for 
terbutryn and prometryn; whereas the MABs raised against dichloroatrazine were most 
sensitive to agiprotryn. The selected clones had fairly broad specificity patterns. 

Goodrow and co-workers (183, 184) tackled the issue of triazine assay 
selectivity by preparing a library of atrazine and simazine haptens (Table 2) that could 
be used to tailor assay specificity and sensitivity to suit analytical needs. The haptens 
were used in the production of both PABs and MABs. One group of haptens, prepared 
by replacing an N-alkyl group with linear amino acids (C = 1-5), induced ABs that were 
highly specific for atrazine and simazine. A second group, prepared by subst'it'uting the
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2-Cl of atrazine or simazine with .3-mercaptanpropanoic acid, induced PABs that cross- 
reacted with the S-methyl triazines. The degree of analyte binding was found to depend 
on the hapten’s structure and on the position and length of the immunogen’s spacer arm. 
The specificity of sera from replicate rabbits varied widely. This library of antibodies and 
coating haptens has been used in several sensitive and versatile triazine IAs. Both 
heterologous and homologous assay formats have been evaluated. The heterologous 
assays were more sensitive to the target analyte. The coating antigen’s conjugation site 
had the greatest influence on assay sensitivity. The sensitive heterologous assay systems, 
however, were more susceptible to interference by residual solvents and matrix 

components - which implies it may sometimes be necessary to strike a balance between 
assay ruggedness and sensitivity.

g 

Paraguat: The frequent implication of paraquat in poisoning incidents created a need 
for a rapid and cost effective method for the determination of this broad spectrum 
herbicide in human serum. Levitt (185) reported the production of anti-paraquat ABs 
which were used in a sensitive and selective RIA (Table 4). An optimized 30 minute 
assay version had a reported sensitivity of 12 pg/100 pL (186). Fatori and Hunter (187) 
developed two versions of an RIA for the detection of paraquat in serum and aqueous 
samples. One version used tritiated paraquat as radio-ligand and was most suited to rapid 
clinical applications. A more sensitive version, based on an iodinated tracer, was slower 
(2h) but could detect lower concentrations (Table 4). Niewola and co-workers at Imperial 
Chemical Industries (188) developed and systematically optimised an indirect EIA 
for paraquat (Table 2). Diethylparaquat (40%) (189) and monoquat cross reacted in the 
assay (189). Unfortunately, the ABs in later bleeds from the same animal bound the 
enzyine"-hapten conjugate so strongly that. it could not be displaced by free hapten. This 

set-back prompted a decision to develop anti-paraquat MABs so as to ensure a consistent 
supply of ABs (189). The MA_B based assay had a steeper calibration curve although its 
specificity was sirn_il_a_r to that of the original assay: once again diet;hylparaqua_t cross 

reacted significantly (>100%) (189, 190). A version of the assay suitable for the analysis 
of paraquat in soi_l has been described (190). The anti-paraquat MABs were later purified
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by affinity ch_romat_ography (191) in order to remove unwanted mono-valent ABs. Nagao 
et al.(192) used the same hapten as the VIC-I team to develop anti-paraquat MABs (Table 
2) that had much reduced cross reactivity to diethyl paraquat (8%) in a heterologous EIA-; 
although this assay was less sensitive than the ICI group’s (Table 4) homologous assay. 

Prof. Hammock’s team at the University of California (UCLA) (193 - 195) also 
undertook extensive research thatled to a PAB based EIA for paraquat. They evaluated 
four carrier proteins in their assay: conalbumin (CONA) and keyhole lymphocyte albumin 
(KLH) were the best immunization and coating antigens respectively. A valeric acid 
linkage system worked best with both antigens (Table 2). Particular care was paid to the 
structure and concentration of the coating antigen: assay sensitivity is usually enhanced 
when the ABS do not preferentially bind the tracer or immobilized ligand. The serum and 
sample were pre-incubated for 24 hours. The assay cross reacted strongly with the methyl 
propyl analogue of paraquat but showed low recognition for diethylparaquat and other 
potential interferences. 

Other Herbicides: Both FIA and EIA assays have been developed for the detection 
of the weed grass control agent diclofop-methyl (196). The hapten was labelled with 
fluorescein and enzyme labels by means of mixed anhydride reactions. The ABt’s 
inability (Table 2) to differentiate the stereoisomers of diclofop-methyl should not be a 
problem in environmental tasks. Diclofop acid and a 2-methoxy-1-methyl-2-oxoethyl 
ester of diclofop acid cross reacted significantly in the assay. The related herbicides 2,4- 
D and dichlorprop did not cross-react, probably because they lack the 4-(2_,4-dichloro- 
phenoxy)pheno'xy moiety. 

Clomazone, the active ingredient of the pre-emergence/plant herbicide 

Command, is used mainly to control grass and dicot weeds in soybean crops, Clomazone 
is typically determined by GC based methods after extensive sample work up (197). An 
EIA for the detection of clomazone in soil extracts (Table 2) did not cross-react 

significantly with metolachlor, rnetribuzin, or trifluralin: three herbicides that are often
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d ' ombination with clomazone (197). The FMC Corp. (New Jersey) has also use in c in A

~ 

develo ed an BIA for the measurement of Clomazone in soil (Table’2) (198). Their ABsP 
were most specific for the isoxazolidinone ring structure and did not cross react with a 

broad range of herbicides that might be found in association with Clomazone. 

Monsanto Agricultural Company have used an EIA to screen water samples 
for the presence of Alachlor. Alachlor is the active ingredient of the widely used Lasso 

Bronco and Alazin (199). fonnulation and is also a component of the herbicide mixtures 
Thiolating reagents (Table 2) were used to conjugate alachlor to BSA (immunogen) and 
sheep IgG (coating Ag) by heterologous linkages. The serum and sample were pre- 
incubated for one hour. Systematic optimization of the coating antigen and serum levels 
resulted in a sensitive (Table 4) assay that was ‘acceptably p 
working range (coefficient of variation (CV) of 4.2% at 0.2 ppb and 18.6% at 8.0 ppb). 
The antibodies only weakly recognised some other chloroacetanilide herbicides, probably 
because the immunogen was prepared by linlging the carrier protein to the hapten’s 
chloroacetarnide group which is common to this class of herbicides. Some thioether 

ites did cross-react in the assay. 

recise over the assay’s 

analogues of alachlor that are formed as animal metabol 
Those compounds, however, are unlikely to be found in the aquatic environment and 
should not detract from the assay’s usefulness as a screening tool. Researchers at Ciba- 

Geigy in Switzerland have developed a MAB bas 
e selective herbicide Dual. A distal- 
ed EIA for the related herbicide 

Metolachlor (200) which is the active ingredient of th 
carboxylic derivative of metolachlor that was designed to optimise the assay’s sensitivity, 
was used to prepare the immunogen (Table 2). Direct and indirect assay versions were 
evaluated. The assay was highly selective: no significant cross-reactivity was observed 
with alachlor, furaloxyl, metalaxyl, and several metabolites of metolachlor. The indirect 
EIA was the slightly more sensitive of the two assay versions. 

In order to develop an EIA for Metazachlor, a pre-emergence herbicide that 
is used with rape, potatoes, and other crops (201), the target compound was directly 
coupled to sulphydryl groups that were introduced into BSA by cleavage of disulphide
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bonds with DTT (dithiothreitol) (Table 2). A direct assay format‘ was used in which the 
PABs were immobilized in microtitre wells. The ABs were highly selective for 

Metazachlor. Several Metazachlor derivatives and chloroacetamide herbicides cross 

reacted less than 1%. 

Residues of maleic hydrazide, a synthetic plant growth regulator, are of 

concern in beets, potatoes, onions, and tobacco. Harrison et al. (202) described two 

hybridoma cell lines that produced MAbs with high specificity for maleic hydrazide. The 
affinity purified MABs were used in an indirect EIA. The MABs cross-reacted 
significantly with some acetic acid derivatives of maleic hydrazide but did not recognize 
a variety of purine and pyrimidine compounds. A heterologous assay system was more 
sensitive, but was also less tolerant of sample variability (pl-l, ionic strength, and residual 
solvent), than a homologous system. Such interferences can be readily controlled in water 
samples. Later evaluation of the assays using potato extracts (314) showed that the 
heterologous format did not offer a significant advantage mainly because it yielded more 
variable data». 

A du Pont research team developed a PAB based EIA for the detection of 
‘ the active component of Glean Herbicide (87) Sample and serum were chlorosulfuron 

. . , 

pre-incubated for one hour. Chlorosulfuron’s main sub-units did not cross-react in the 

assay. Although two other herbicides that closely resembled chlorosulfuron’s bridge and 
heterocyclic ring structure cross reacted, two related herbicides with different bridge and 
heterocyclic ring structures had greatly reduced cross-reactivity than chlorosulfuron. 

Concem about residues of the selective herbicide molinate in drainage canals 
and receiving rivers near rice paddies prompted the development of a PAB based EIA 
(204)-. A variety of haptens were coupled to both the immunization and coating proteins. 
The conjugation site and the type and length of the l_inl_<age arm were varied (Table 2); 
several rabbits were inoculated with each immunogen. This m'ult'i-‘pronged approach 

increases the likelihood that the optimised assay will be sensitive, and can enable» the
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’ ‘f it . Sera were raised against carboxyethyl, analyst to fine tune the assay s specr rc y 
l d 'vatives of molinate (Table 2). The samples and carboxypentyl, and aminobenzy en 

. 

_ h d ith serum for 16 h Sera that had greater affinity fort e standards were pre~incubat,e w . 

' ' ' h l coating antigen than the free analyte were discarded. An S-2(p-aminophenyl) et y _ 

I' ' 

f 
‘ 

the derivative of molinate coupled to CONA was selected as the coating antigen or 
' “l'te.The optimized assay; the selected serum was raised against S-2-carboxyethyl mo ma 

' ' ‘ 

» 

A ‘ 

, 

" "it" (15%) with molinate assay was highly specific for molrnate although some cross reactiv y 
sulfone was observed. 

Hall and co-workers developed an RIA (164) for picloram, an auxin type 
herbicide that should be monitored in surface and receiving waters adjacent to application 

areas. Picloram coupled to [3141]-glycine was used as radio-_ligand. None of the related 
herbicides that were tested could inhibit tracer binding by 50%. These researchers later 
developed anti-picloram MABs (Table 2) which were used in an effective EIA (205). 
Both MAB and PAB based versions of the BIA were more sensitive than the previously 
developed RIA. Neither the PABs nor the MABs cross reacted appreciably with 2,4-D 
or any of the pyridine herbicides that were tested. The induction of low affinity PABs and 
high affinity MA_Bs_ against the same immunogen implies that immunogen design and 
preparation are less critical for the production of MABs. ~ 

Aminotriole (MW 84.1) is‘ a_ non_-selective herbicide that is used in fruit 

h ds and in the preparation of soil for some crops including kale and maize. Jung et orc ar 

l 206) re orted efforts to develop an BIA for the detection of this water soluble analyte. =1-( 
‘ 

P ‘ 

A librar“ (Table 2) of antigens were used to immunize both rabbits and mice. The sera,Y 

hich were expected to have low avidity because of the hapten’s small size, werew 
ened using an indirect solid phase EIA. A promising serum was selected for use in scre

_ 

an optimised heterologous assay. The pl-I of the incubation mixture affected the binding 
it of the assay (Table 4) suggests ro erties of the highly specific ABs. The poor sensitiv y P P 

that aminotriole was poorly recognised by‘ the hosts immune system. This study
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illustrated some of the problems to be expected in the development of IAs for very small 
analytes. , 

Because the post emergent herbicide imazamethabenz-methyl is hydrolysed by 
plants to the free acid, Newsome and Collins (207) opted to develop ABs to 

irnazarnethabenz for use in an indirect EIA. The assay was selective for the target analyte 
and its methyl ester ( CR=627%). Li et al. (208) addressed the problem of designing a 
suitable i_m_mu.noge'n for use in the generation of sera against the sulfonamide herbicide 
bentazon. Bentazon presents a special problem since it contains an ionizable NH group. 
Immunogens were prepared by coupling the hapten to its carrier protein through the NH 
group and the aromatic ring. Only the immunogens that were coupled through the NH 
group using a spacer molecule yielded ABS that could detectvbentazon derivatives and N 
alkylated derivatives. The irnmunogens that were coupled through the aromatic ring 
yielded ABs that recognised N-a_l_kyla_ted derivatives of bentazon but -not the free 

compound. A wide range of herbicides failed to cross react in the assay. 
Riggle (209) published an account of an insensitive and poorly selective EIA for the pre- 
emergence herbicide trifiuralin. The authors postulated that the use of a larger bridging 
group in the immunogen might improve the serum’s specificity. The first IA for a 
phenylpyridazinone based herbicide was reported by Riggle and Dunbar (210). Two anti- 
norflurazon ‘sera cross reacted with the closely related compounds desmethyl norfiurazon 
and metfiurazon. Several non phenylpyridazinone based herbicides that were tested did 
not cross react in the assay. 

Insecticides 

Chlorinated hydrocarbons: The first IA for an insecticide was designed by Langone 
and Van Vunakis (35) to detect aldrin and its metabolite dieldrin. Aldrin is an 
organochlorine compound that has broad spectrum activity. The immunogen was 
prepared from a carboxylated derivative of aldrin (Table 2). The same derivative was 
coupled to tyramine and labelled with "51 (Table 5) to yield a radio-ligand of low
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specific activit-y (3.3 Ci/mmol). The analyte was solubilized in horse serum (10%). 
Compounds that resembled the immunogen’s distal region tended to cross-react in the 
assay. Heptachlor and chlordane competed 13 times and 26 times less effectively than 
dieldrin. Endrin cross reacted significantly, but because of its short half life was 
considered unlikely to interfere in the analysis of physiological fluids. DDT and CL“,- 
PCB also cross reacted (20 %). 

A tube based EIA, suitable for field applications, has been developed for the 
detection chlordane —" another of the cyclodiene insecticides (211). Because the assay 
detects other cyclodiene insecticides such as dieldrin, aldrin, endrin, endrin ketone, 

chlordane and endosulfan, it is best used as a general screen for the cyclodienes. This 

assay should be readily adaptable for use with water samples. 

Dreher and Podratzki (212) generated an anti-e 

immunogen that was prepared by using a succinate bridging group to separate the hapten 
from its carrier protein (Table 2). The preparation of enzyme labelled hapten was 

which caused the peroxidase label to 

ndosulfan serum against an 

complicated by endosulfan’s hydrophobicity 

precipitate. The problem was solved by synthesising an a_mi_ne derivative of 

endosulfandiol which had reduced hydrophobicity. That derivative was then coupled to 
the peroxidase enzyme: however‘ only 20 - 30% of the enzyme molecules were actually 
coupled to the hapten using a periodate coupling reaction. The ‘BIA was more sensitive 
for endrin (CR = 180%) than for endosulfan; aldrin had much lower cross reactivity 
(16%) (213). Several common degradation products of endosulfan were detectable in the 
same concentration range as the target molecule. 

Eyrethrins: The potency, low mammalian toxicity, and short environmental half life 
of the pyrethrins are environmentally friendly traits. Nonetheless, the pyrethrins are 

difficult to analyze because they are unstable in heat and light (214). Such considerations 
‘ ' I 

' ’ ' Th rom' ted the production of ABS (215) for use in an RIA for S-bioallethnn (216). e P P 
radio-ligand was prepared by coupling [31-I]-tyramine to the hemisuccinate derivative of I
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an allethrin alcohol. The ABs were able to distinguish the optical and geometric isomers 
of allethrin. Simil_a_r selectivity was observed when the serum was used in a subsequent 
EIA (21-7). 

Investigators at Shell Research Ltd. have developed two variants ofa pyrethrin 
EIA (61, 218, 2-19). One assay that was based on antibodies raised against 3"- 

phenoxybenzoic acid (PBA) could detect a broad range of pyrethroids and metabolites that 
contained the PBA moiety. A second serum that was prepared against dichlorovinyl 
cyclopropane carboxyllic acid (CYP), was used to detect cypermethrin and permethrin. 
PBA and CYP are plant metabolites of cypermethrin. Organic solvents were used at 
levels of up to 30% to help solubilize the analyte in buffer. Some solvents were observed 
to improve the calibration curve’s slope; A MAB based version of the PBA assay was 
also developed (61).

u 

Stanker and colleagues at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (214) 
developed .3 anti-pyrethroid MABs against acidified phenothrin (Table 2). The hapten’s 
conjugation site was located are far as possible from the phenoxyphenyl group in an effort 
to maximise the MAB’-s specificity for that group: the phenoxyphenyl group is common 
to several synthetic pyrethroids. 3-PBA-BSA was used as the coating antigen. Initial 

evaluation studies led to the selection of clone PY-1 for further study because of the 
specificity and sensitivity of its MABs which could distinguish between several closely 
related pyrethroids-. 

Benzoylghenylureas; The benzoylphenylurea insecticides are nonvolatile and difficult 
to analyze unless they are derivatized. Wie and collaborators originally researched the 
development of IAs for diflubenzuron and BAY SIR 8514 (222). Several haptens were 
designed with the goal of optimizing the immune system’s recognition of the anal'y'te’s 
benzamide sub-unit (Table 2) (222). A carboxypropyl derivatives of diflubenzuron was 
used to induce useful sera one of which was used to develop three EIAs for the detection 
of diflubenzuron, BAY SIR 8514, and some of their analogues (223); The analyte was 

g WW f ~
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preincubated with the serum for 16h. Diflubenzuron phenylacetate based coating antigens 
were superior to the carboxypropyl-diflubenzuron antigens because of overly strong 
binding of the later by the primary ABs. Of two rabbits that were immunized with 
carboxypropyl-diflubenzuron, one produced ABs that bound diflubenzuron, BAY SIR and 
like compounds; whereas serum from the other rabbit was selective for the diflubenzuron 
group. This observation reinforces the wisdom of raising sera in multiple rabbits. A 
simplified assay version that used labelled ABs had similar sensitiv'it'y to the indirect BIA 
(Table 5). 

In a follow-up study (224) the effect of bridge recognition on assay sensitivity 
was explored. Three approaches were used: homologous sites on the hapten were used 
to link the immunogen and coating antigen to their carrier proteins via ‘heterologous 
bridges, and heterologous conjugation sites were evaluated with both homologous and 
heterologous bridges. The heterologous assay systems were the more sensitive (Table 5), 
and the choice of coating antigen was shown to affect the assay’s sensitivity and working 
range. The structure of the immunogen and coating antigens also influenced assay 
specificity. The study showed that a library of ABs and coating antigens can be used to 
tailor assay sensitivity and selectivity so that single compounds or a group of related 
‘compounds are detected. This strategy has been repeatedly used by Prof; I-lar'nmock’s 
group to successfully develop IAs for _a variety of residues. 

Organophosphate Insecticides: Parathion is widely used for the control of soil 
dwelling insects. Most matrices require a lengthy clean-up for the determination of 
parathion residues by gas liquid chromatography (GLC). Ercegovich et al. (225) 

developed RIAs for parathion using" both [“C]ethylparathion (40 mCi/mmol) and ring 
labelled [31-I]-parathion (300 mCi/mmol) as radio-ligands (Table 2). The PABs were 
highly selective for parathion: only reduced parathion cross reacted appreciably. A radio- 
ligand with higher specific activity would probably help improve the assay’s detection 
limit (4 ng). Surprisingly, attempts to induce a more avid and selective antiserum by 
separation of the hapten from its carrier protein were unsuccessful (226). Parathion’s
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nitro group was preserved in 3 of the tested immunogens with the intent of improving the 
assay’s selectivity. The resultant ABs were unable to bind free parathion although they 
could bind various hapten - bridging group conjugants. The original diazo-linked 

im_mu_nogen (225) may well be optimal for the induction of anti-parathion ABs. It is also 

po_ss_ible that parathion’s small size presents special problemjs. 

Hunter et al. (228, 229) developed a sensitive EIA for paraoxon, which is the 
primary oxidation metabolite of parathion. The assay, which was intended as a diagnostic 
aid, used IAC purified ABs which were pre-incubated withthe analyte for one hour. The 
assay’s calibration curve was linear to 10'“iM (Table 5); parathion was only weakly (<1 
%) recognised (229), as were p-nitrophenol (0.04%) and diethyl phosphate (0.7 %) which 
are hydrolysis products of paraoxon (230). Brimfield et al. (230) were motivated by the 
vagaries of animal lifespan and immune response maturation to undertake the production 
of a stable supply of anti-paraoxon MABs. The immunogen was again prepared from 
reduced p-NH,-paraoxon (Table 2). The MABs from 2 hybridoma lines were purified by 
affinity chromatography but yielded lower sensitivity assays than the PABs. Si gnificantly, 
both sets of MABs, did -not recognise p-nitrophenol and diethyl phosphate or similar 
insecticides, The MABs did however cross react with (p-aminophenyl)paraoxon (1_27 %),- 
parathion (3.6 %), methyl parathion (3 %) and diethyl phenylphosphonate (4.4 %). Anti- 
paraoxon sera have also been used in an unusual IA format that is based on competition 
between acetylcholinesterase (AChE) and ABs for free paraoxon (231). Since the toxic 
effects of organophosphorous insecticides are thought to be caused by the inhibition of 
AChE activity, it was postulated that the anti-paraoxon ABs could be used to protect 
AChE in-viva. The immunogens for these studies were prepared by linking paraoxon to 
carrier protein through the phosphorous moiety, thus preserving the njtrophenol group 
(Table 2)-. The sera were used in an RIA in addition to the AChE based EIA. The ABs 
recognised parathion but did not cross-react with p-nitrophenol or diethylphosphate. The 
ABs had higher affinity than AChE for paraoxon and could reduce paraoxon induced 
inhibition of enzyme activity in+vitro. The ABs were used to reduce the toxic effects of 
paraoxon on mice in some in-viva tests,

_
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ensive effort to develop a group specific IA for the detection of the 
diethyl ester of phosphates, thiophosphates, dithiophosphates, and phosphonates was 
undertaken by Sudi and Heeschen (232). Since the majority of organophosphorous 
' 

ticides have either (EtO)2P(S)Y or (MeO)2P(S)Y structures, IAs targeted against these 1nsec_ - 

ou s would be a valuable asset. The ABs for use in such IAs should discriminate 8? _.P . 

a ainst the Y group. The role of the capture Ag in influencing overall assay specificity8 
was addressed. Three antiserum / capture Ag systems were studied in some detail. DCP 
(0,0 diethyl-0-[4-carboxyethyl-phenyl] phosphate) linked to polylysine and directly 

phosphorylated polylysine were selected for use as the capture antigens. The three serum 
lded sensitive assays that had broad 

A compreh 

(Table 2) / capture Ag combinations chosen yie 
specificity. The specificity of the assay sy 

were about 100 times more reactive than 

stems was evaluated using 58 
organophosphorous compounds. Diethyl esters 

the analogous dimethyl esters. An homologous DCP based assay system was more 
specific than the heterologous assays. The specificity patterns of the 3 systems were 
partially non—overlapping and depended on the immunogen and capture Ag used. 
Consequently the experimental data was re-evaluated on the basis of double test systems. 
The best combination could detect 83.3% of the phosphorous diethyl ester compounds 
tested at an estimated detection limit of 54 yg/mL. The authors recommended further 
research on the use of the double test system for the detection of dimethyl and diethyl 
phosphate derivatives in environmental samples. 

Bio-metric Systems Inc. market an EIA that is designed for the eajsy detection 
of paraoxon in the field (233). Enzyme labelled hapten was prepared by coupling diethyl 
4-aminobenzylphosphorate to carrier protein via a succinate spacer group. The reagents 
are incorporated into a "pinch test" format that is ideal for unskilled personnel. In this 

format the A_Bs are imrnobilvized on a porous disk to which up to 1 mL of sample can be 
added. Enzyme labelled hapten is then added and a substrate disk is pinched into contact 
With the porus disk. The developed colour is read after five minutes.
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Hunter et al. (2.34) also developed MABs against the warfare agent Soman. 
The techniques used in this study (Table 2) could be used in the production of AB_s 
against other low molecular weight organophosphorous pesticides, such as glyphosate. 
The MABs were selective for Soman and did not react strongly with Sari_n, a similar 
compound. Lenz et al. (235) studied the specificity of anti-Soman MABs an_d PABs. The 
PABs weakly recognized Soman but cross-reacted strongly with various Soman analogs. 
The PAB’s weak reaction with Soman was attributed‘ to the apparent dominance of the 
immunogen’s hydrophobic p-aminophenyl group. On the other hand, the MABs reacted 
strongly with Soman and were not inhibited by Sarin or Soman’s hydrolysis products. 
As was the case with Heldman et a_l.’s (231) anti-paraoxon serum the MABs could 
compete with AChE for its inhibitor: which in this case was Soman. The anti-Soman 
AB’s, however, were only marginally effective in preventing the toxic effects of soman 
in mice (264). Schmidt et al. (236) raised anti-MATP sera in chickens and rabbits; the 
SOMAN derivative MATP (methyl phosphonic acid, p-aminophenyl 1,2,2-trimethyl- 

propyldiester) was chosen as a model organophosphorous compound. The antigen was 
covalently bound to micro-titre wells using Schiff’ s base. The rabbit ABs, which were 
purified by IAC, produced the more sensitive assay. This research group also produced 
anti-MATP MABs (237) which were used in a direct competitive EIA (Table 5). Most 
of the selected MABs were highly specific for MATP. The MAB based assay was less 
sensitive, but more reproducible, than the PAB assay. The MABs, which could detect 
free Soman in the BIA (238), weakly recognised free Sarin but should be able to 
recognise some non-toxic Soman analogues. 

Other Insecticides: DDA (2,2-bis (p-chlorophenyl) acetic acid), the chief urinary 
metabolite of DDT, is useful as an indicator of DDT exposure in humans. Haas and 
Guardia (33) raised antibodies to a DDA-protein conjugate (Table 2); the ABs detected 
free DDA in an a hemagluttination test but did not cross react with DDT. Centeno et al. 
(32) used DDA anhydride that was linked directly to a carrier protein to induce anti-DDA 
antibodies in rabbits (Table 2). This antiserum was able to bind the benyl amine salt of 
the aminocaproic acid derivative of DDA-. Neither antiserum was used in an IA.
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Banerjee (239) developed an EIA for the detection of DDA in urine extracts (Table 2). 
The serum and analyte were preincubated for one hour. DDT, DDE, and DDD cross 
reacted less than 5% in the assay. 

is cumbersome to analyze by conventional GC and HPLC methods -Aldicarb 

(240). A heterologous EIA has been used to detect aldicarb in water, body fluids, and 
_ 

I _ 0 _

t 
' ‘ces The direct EIA format, which was selected because of its convenience, does no Jul . , _ A 

re uire pre-incubation of analyte and reagents._ A heterologous assay design was effectiveQ 
in the elimination of bridge recognition effects. The highly selective assay had a dose 
response from 15.6 - 2000 ng of aldicarb (241). Aldicarb sulfoxide and aldicarb sulfone, 
which are important degradation products of aldicarb, did not cross react in the assay. 

Bacillus thuringiensis var. kurstakiand israelensis make crystalline inclusions 
that are toxic to insects. Until the development of a suitable EIA, insect bioassay and 
rocket immunoelectrophoresis were the analytical methods of choice (242) for these 
biological insecticides. IAs are ideal for the analysis of high MW proteinaceous 
compounds, which are difficult to analyze using conventional techniques. One. and two 
step indirect EIAs were developed. The assays had similar sensitivities and wide working 
ranges of 30 - 3000 ng/mL (2 step) and 2 - 200 ng/mL (one step) of endotoxin. The EIA 
procedure was improved (243) by pre-treating the polystyrene cuvettes with 

I VI 

Q

h gluteraldehyde and using toxin-conjugated enzyme in a direct EIA format. T e 
0 ' 

I 0 
_ dnfi d gluteraldehyde p're-treatment is thought to improve the ABs orientation. The mo i e 

' " ‘ "h and a used less serum and had a working range of 10 - 1000 ng/mL. C eung ass y t 7 

H ock (244) used an indirect EIA with a working range of 15 - 1000 ng/mL to amm 
monitor the d-endotoxinlof B. thuringiensis israelensis. A non-competitive sandwich EIA 
has been used to measure B. thuringiensis crystal protein during the manufacturing 

process (245).
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Fungicides 

The widespread and systematic use of fungicides means that food, air, soil, and 
water must often be monitored for residues of these toxic chemicals. Many of the IAs 
that have been developed for the detection of fungicide residues in food could, with minor 
adaptation, be used to screen environmental samples. Lukens and Williams (36) raised 
ABs to 2-aminobenzirnidazole (2-ABZI), a degradation product of benomyl and other 
carbamate fungicides. A fluorescent hapten was fonned by the conjugation of 2-ABZI 
to fluorescein isothiocyanate. The ABs cross reacted weakly with benzimidazole in the 
FIA. An early attempt to develop an RIA for the analysis of ethylcarbamate in wine 
failed because of the apparent background contamination of goat sera with anti-ethyl 
carbamate ABs (246). 

Newsome and Shields (247) used RIA to determine residues of benomyl on 
food crops. Because benomyl breaks down to methyl 2-benzimidazolecarbamate (MBC) 
during extraction with ethyl acetate, the amount of MBC measured by the RIA reflects 
the sample’s combined benomyl and MBC content. The ABs also bound 2-benzimi- 
dazolyl urea and 2-aminobezinimidazole, which should not be a problem since neither 
compound is a significant metabolite of MBC. Several compounds that were thought 
likely to occur in association with benomyl did not cross react in the assay. Newsome 
and Collins (248) later developed EIAs for benomyl and thiabendazole (TFZ). The 
coating antigens were synthesised from succinamido derivatives of the haptens (Table 2). 
The antiserum and arnalyte were pre-incubated for 15 (benomyl) or 30 (TFZ) minutes. 
TFZ solubilization was aided by 0.1N I-ICI. The benomyl EIA had a shallower calibration 
curve but a lower detection limit than the RIA (Table 6). The benomyl EIA’s specificity 
differed from the RIA’s: 2-ABZI did not cross react in the EIA. The anti—TFZ serum 
cross-reacted slightly with MBC and 2-benzimidazoleurea, Bushway et al. (249) used 
Newsome’s serum in a rapid tube based BIA for MBC (Table 6) that is now marketed by 
IMS, Inc.
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Analytical efficiency was improved by a factor of 4.5 (250) when an EIA was 
used to screen food samples for metalaxyl residues. The immunogen and coating antigen 
were prepared by means of water soluble CDI and mixed anhydride reactions respectively 
(Table 2). The sample and antiserum were preincuabated for 30 minutes. The ABs 
cross-reacted with the following compounds: rnetolachlor, diethatyl ethyl, furalaxyl, and 
alachlor. Such broad specificity indicates that the assay would be mainly useful as a 

screening tool. 

An EIA has also been reported for the detection of triadimefon in foods (251). 
The coating antigen for this assay was prepared from the derivatized haptfin (Table 2) 
using a mixed anhydride reaction. The assay which was similar in design to the EIA for 
metalaxyl also detected triadimenol, a metabolite of triadimefon. 

Iprodione should also be amenable to analysis by IA (252). However, the only 
reported assay used ABs that had poor specificity: probably because they were directed 
against the heterocyclic portion of iprodione. Several rearrangement and hydrolysis 
products of iprodione interfered in the assay. The fungicides Vinclosolin and procym'id- 
one were 3.5 and 10 times more "reactive than iprod_ione in the assay; however those 
fungicides are not licensed for use in Canada where it was intended to use the assay. 

Fenpropimorph is a difficult to analyze fungicide, that requires enrichment and 
derivatisation; it is thus an ideal candidate for analysis by IA. Jung et al. (253) used a 

sensitive variant of the direct competitive heterogenous EIA (254, 255) for" the detection 
of fenpropimorph and its metabolite fenpropimorph acid. The microtitre wells were first 
coated with affinity purified second antibody. Analyte, enzyme labelled hapten, and 
antiserum were then added to the appropriate wells. After overnight incubation the ‘wells 

were washed and the enzyme reaction was developed. The performance of sera from four 
rabbits varied markedly, which again demonstrates the benefit of using multiple test 
animals. The selected serum had an optimal dilution of 1:200000, which is considerably 
higher than normal, and suggests that the IDAB format may help to conserve a finite
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reagent. The IDAB assay format improves precision by reducing colour variability 
between wells. Tridemorph was the only related compound that cross-reacted (2%) in the 
assay; the antibodies could distinguish between the cis- and trans- stereoisomers of 

fenpropimorph. 

The antibiotic Blast-icidin S (BLS) which is used as a fungicide in rice culture 
is currently analyzed by means of bioassays. Kitagawa et al. (256) raised anti-BLS sera 

in rabbits that were irnmunized using a BLS-protein conjugate that was prepared by a 

novel reaction using .N-(in-inalei'midobenzoyloxy)succinimide (MBS, available from 
Pierce) as a cross linker (Table 2). The ABs "were highly specific for BLS and showed 
little cross reactivity for other commonly used antibiotics. 

Miscellaneous Analytes 

IAs have been developed for a variety of other pollutants. An indirect BIA 
was found useful in the analysis of 2-methylisoborneol (MlB), a metabolite of algae and 
acitinomycetes that is a common cause of off flavours in water (257). Camphor, a related 
compound, was used as a surrogate hapten (Table 2)_. The antisera were raised in goats 
and the ABs were isolated by chromatography on protein-G. Camphor-ovalbumin (OVA) 
was used as the coating antigen. Changes to the coating antigen and enzyme reaction 
failed to improve the assay’s moderate sensitivity (5 Iug/mL - 1.25 ,ug/mL). The assay, 
which was selective for camphor, camphorquinone, MlB, bomeol and isobomeol, and 2- 
methyl-2-bornene would be more useful if its sensitivity were enhanced. 

Wie and Hammock (258) reported a useful BIA for the determination of the 
widely used Triton X series of non.-ionic detergents. Because these surfactants are non- 
volatile and unreactive, they should be suited to analysis by IA. The assay readily 
detected all metnbflrs of the Triton X series, and had a detection limit of about 1 ng/mL 
of Triton X-100. The assay was about 20-100 times less sensitive for the Triton N series
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of detergents, although they were still detectable. Other neutral and ionic detergents did 
not cross-react. 

IAs can play an important role in monitoring the presence of pharmaceutical 
contaminants (58, 260) in the aquatic environment. Aherne et al. (261) used clinical 
assays to screen a variety of water samples for the presence of natural and synthetic 
steroids and the anti-cancer drug methotrexate. The assay detection limits were 5-10 ppt 
in pre-concentrated water. Norethisterone (17 ppt) and progesterone (6 ppt) were detected 
in river water, and methotrexate (1 ppb) was detected in hospital effluent. Periodic 

testing of the waters would assure that the risk to the public’s health remains low. 

Many assays that have been developed for the detection of antibiotics in 

physiological fluids, food, and farm animals (171, 262, 263, 265, 266) could also be 
adapted for use in the analysis of water and biota. Antibodies and associated assays have 
been reported for aflatoxins (310, 311), ochratoxin A (128, 267, 309), trichothecenes, and 
zearalenone (54, 269 - 272) among other mycotoxins (125). An innovative EIA has been 
recently developed for the detection of mercuric ions in water (274). The assay is based 
on a MAB that binds specifically to immobilized mercuric ions. The assay had a working 
range of 0.5-10 ppb and proved as sensitive as cold-vapour atomic absorption 

spectroscopy. Two hybridoma clones that could distinguish between BSA-glutathione and 
BSA-glutathione-I-IgCl2 were selected-. The micro-titre plate wells were coated with BSA-' 
glutathione. Water samples were added to the coated Wells and incubated for 30 minutes. 
Any mercury in the sample becomes bound to the glutathione where it in tum can be 
bound by the ABs. The remainder of the assay follows a conventional indirect BIA 
format. Other metal ions do not interfere in the assay. Unfortunately, interference from 

chloride ions at concentrations of at least 1 mM could limit the assay’s use for the 
analysis of seawater.
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PAB OR MAB TECHNOLOGY? 

Effective environmental IAs have been developed using both poly- and 
monoclonal ABs. Polyclonal technology has proven to be a cost effective source of ABs 
to many pollutants; about 80 % of the published environmental IAs have used PABs. 
Opinions differ as to which clonal type should be favoured for future methods. One of 
the main advantages of hybridoma technology is the ability to select clones that produce 
ABs of desired specificity and sensitivity. Once selected, these clones can be used to 
produce a virtually unlimited supply of MABs (59). The AB supply factor will become 
a key factor in the case of environmental IAs that become accepted for widespread use. 
MABs, however, are costly to develop, and the expense may not always be justified for 
environmental applications (193) - at least during the initial investigations of a method’s 

usefulness. For the present, finite resources might be more effectively used in the 
validation and implementation of some promising in real world applications. Since 
the main challenge is to gain wider acceptance of IAs as legitimate analytical tools. For 
the future, there is little doubt that regulatory and legal pressures will demand carefully 
standardised and reproducible methods and this will foster the wider use of MABs (193)-. 
Eventually MABs will probably become the key component of approved and standardised 
IAs for the detection of environmental contaminants (51, 148). If, as expected, the cost 
of producing MABs declines as the technology matures, MABs may well become the 
clonal type of choice (_44, 275) especially for commercial assay kits. 

Assay specificity and AB type; Among the shortcomings of polyclonal sera are poor 
selectivity and a variable immune response. Because of their broad specificity PABs 
often cross react with molecules that are closely related to the target analyte. Cross- 
reacting compounds that are themselves pollutants or are unlikely to occur in the matrix 
of interest are not ta serious concern. Moreover, it is often desirable to detect a range of 
related contaminants or breakdown products. The breakdown products of many pesticides 
are themselves highly toxic. Furtherrnore, the presence of pesticide degradation products 
may reveal prior contamination with the parent compound. Thus, sera of broad specificity
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are suited to many screening ‘tasks. If necessary, steps can be taken to improve serum 
specificity. The cross reacting ABs can be removed by affinity chromatography. The 
hapten can be designed so as to narrow the induced serum’s selectivity. The systematic 
design and evaluation of immunogens and coating antigens has produced many sensitive 
and selective PAB based assays; often the reagents can be adjusted so that either a class 
of compounds or a single analyte are detected (57). Serum variability can be a 

frustrating problem. Sera from different animals can have highly variable specificity, 
even when raised against the same immunogen; even serial bleeds from the same animal 
can vary (96). Serum variability can be dealt with by using large host animals such as 
goats or horses or by pooling sera (77). l 

The present report contains several examples of assay specificity problems that 
were corrected by the use of alternative immunogens. For example, a serum that was 
raised against a 2,4-D hapten that had been conjugated to carrier protein through the 5 
position on the aromatic ring (160, 161) was more sensitive to 2,4,5-T than 2,4-D (19% 
CR). Serum specificity was reversed by the conjugation of 2,4-D through the acetic acid 
moiety (161, 162, 164). Sera raised against atrazine haptens that were conjugated through 
the 2-(Cl) position to carrier protein (Table 2; 166, 1.79) tended to cross-react with a wide 
range of triazine herbicides. By coupling atrazine through the ethylamino position, 
Dunbar et al. (167) and later Wittmann and Hock (168) were able to narrow the assay’s 
specificit'y.- Anti-atrazine MABs that were raised against a similar immunogen to 
Dunb‘ar’s had a comparable specificity pattern. A thorough investigation by Harrison et 
al. (184) confirmed that conjugation position and alkyl substitutions can play an important 
role in the determination of serum specificity. 

- For applications that require the differentiation of the target analyte from close 
structural relatives, MABs, because of their usually narrow selectivity, can have the edge. 
Hybridoma techniques can be used to solve many stubborn specificity problems. MABs 
could probably be used to narrow the selectivity of the PAB based IAs that were 
developed for the following analytes: molinate (204), chlordane (211), endosulfan (212),

1
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metalairyl (250), and iprodione (252). MABs, however, do not always have superior 
selectivity to the equivalent polyclonal sera. That point is illustrated by the anti-paraquat 
MABs and PABs that were generated by Niewola et al. (189) which had similar 
specificities, with the exception of the MABs higher affinity for diethylparaquat (214% 
vs. 40%).

V 

Hybridoma technology was used to produce ABs that could bind free Soman 
(MW = 183) after earlier efforts with sera were fruitless (235). A MAB based IA for 
paraoxon was more selective than its PAB equivalent but did cross-react with parathion 
and p-aininophenyl paraoxon; the MAB assay also had lower sensitivity (228, 230). 

V 

Vanderlaan et al.’s’(148) anti-dioxin MABs were selective for the highly toxic 
PCDD _and PCDF congeners whilst discriminating against the less toxic lower and higher 
chlorinated congeners. Anti-PCDD sera (37) could still have a role because of their 
ability to provide information on a broader range of homologues. A selection of anti- 
dioxin MABs, each targeted against a different congener group, would be an invaluable 
tool since it would enable the analyst to select the binder based on analytical requirements 
(42). 

In the past, MABs have tended to have lower affinities (42), and thus inferior 
detection limits than rabbit sera (44). Because sera contain ABs with a variety of 
affinities, a small number of high specificity and high affinity ABs can govem assay 
performance at low analyte levels (70). The use of multiple mouse strains and improved 
clonal selection techniques would favour the selection of high affinity MAB clones. This 
strategy probably offers the best prospects of generating avid ABs for low molecular 
analytes - such as glyphosate or aminotriole.

A
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ASSAY SENSITIVITY 

Ekins (315) defines assay se'nsitivity, which is primarily related to serum 

avidity, as the imprecision of measurement of zero dose. It follows from that definition 
that an assay’s detection limit (DL) is the least amount of analyte that can significantly 
(P<0.05) inhibit tracer binding (83). Thus, the DL is directly related to the experimental 
error associated with analyte free blanks from which it is commonly deduced. The zero 
analyte’s error can be represented by the standard deviation (SD) of the Bo tubes. 

Alternatively, the concentration - error relationsh_ip can be plotted for a heavily replicated 

(x10) calibration curve; the zero analyte’s error is estimated from this plot by 
extrapolation of the curve to zero dose (140, 315). The nominal working range of an 
assay is delimited by the calibration curve’s linear region. The precision profile (PP) 
gives a more reliable estimate of an assay’s working range since it establishes the 

concentration limits within which precision is acceptable. The PP may be prepared from 
an extensively replicated (x10) calibration curve. The amount ofanalyte that inhibits AB 
binding by 50% (I50) is a useful indicator of the assay’s responsiveness since it establishes 
the analyte’s concentration in the most precise region of the calibration curve. 

A comparison of the sensitivities and detection limits of the reviewed methods 
(Table 3-6) is complicated by the variety of techniques that have been used to estimate 
that parameter. The detection limit has been most commonly estimated by mul_tiplyi_ng 
the error associated with the measurement of zero analyte by a factor of 1 (189), 2 (181, 
200, 204, 212, 230), 2-.5 (187) or 3 (140, 144, 161, 196, 253). The DLs of 
environmental IAs have also been estimated from the amount of analyte that inhibits 

tracer binding by two times the CV (250); multiplication of the mean SD of points within 
the calibration curve by 3 (252); estimation of the concentration required to cause a 

specified decrease in tracer binding (10% - 20%) (179, 210, 237, 248); estimation of the 
lower limit of the calibration curves’s linear range (204, 223, 224, 234, 300); estimation 

of non-overlapping ranges of blank and test replicates (37, 38); differentiation from noise 

level (36) ; estimation of the analyte concentration that corresponds to the value of the
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4 parameter logistic at the estimated upper asymptote of the lower confidence limit (-202); 
estimation of the smallest quantity that can be analyzed in a single analysis with an error 

of 5% (175). Some researchers prefer that the DL lie within the calibration curve’s linear 
region, even though lower concentrations may be detectable (223, 224). In those reports 

that do not provide an assay DL the tabulated values (Tables 3’-6) were estimated by the 
present author from the published calibration curves (97, 154, 158, 160, 164, 185, 192, 
1-97, 199, 206, 214, 216, 239, 242 - 244, 247, 251). Many other reports provide a DL but 
do not describe its derivation (35, 39, 52, 146, 156, 157, 159, 162, 166 - 168, 172, 173, 
182, 198, 205, 211, 225, Z31, 233, 236, 240, 256, 302). 

The lower limit of the calibration curve’s linear range has also been used to 
estimate the assay’s practical quantitation limit (PQL; 204). The PQL has also been 
gauged by multiplying the experimental error associated with the zero a_nalyte by a factor 
of 10 (248, 252). When the calibration curve is prepared in matrix the DL is equivalent 
to the assay’s quantitation limit. Assay performance characteristics often differ between 
buffer and matrix systems (83), and should be determined for each matrix type. 

HAHs (summarized in Table 3)_: The sensitivity of the RIAs for 4-acetamidobiphenyl 
and N,_N’- diacetylbenzidine (DLs < 10 pg) may have resulted from the use of 
succinamido spacer arms in the immunogens. Newsome and Shield’s (154) RIA for 
PCBs also performed well at low analyte levels and warrants a full evaluation with 
environmental matrices. Although not exceptionally sensitive Westinghouse’s IA for 
PCPs is probably adequate for use in surveys of badly contaminated waters. Because 
levels in Canadian waters are usually in the region of a few to several lug/L (117), solid 
phase extraction (SPE) or solvent extraction of samples would be required for general 
monitoring applications. PCP levels in sediments from industrialized areas of Canada are 
usually below 50 ,ug/kg but levels can be higher close to point sources or spills (117). 
The MAB based EIA for PCDDs appears to h_ave a higher DL than the PAB based 
A controlled comparison should determine whether that difference is attributable to the 
assay format or thevAB’s clonal type. The 3H-ligand version of the RIA for PCDDs,
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particularly in its "low level" variant, was more sensitive than earlier "SI based assay 
versions. The performance of the IAs for PCDDs at trace levels will crucially influence 
their usefulness for screening samples fromthe aquatic environment. Preliminary data 

using the 3H- based RIA indicate that the MAB based assay’s calibration curve is shifted 
to the left of the PAB’s (I50 of 210 vs 350 pg). . 

Herbicides (summarized in Table 41: Although the performance of Rinder and 
Fleeker’s RIA for 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T (160) varied with each batch of tracer it was 
apparently more sensitive than the corresponding BIA (161); inter sera differences, 

however, may have been the main source of variation. The most sensitive IA for 2,4-D 
was developed by Knopp et al. (163) whose PAB based RIA had a detection limit of 100 
pg. Several of the triazine IAs also have excellent sensitivity. Huber’s (166) use of ABs 
that were immobilized on polystyrene spheres facilitated a low DL by permitting the 
analysis of large sample portions (20 mL)-.e Two recent conventional EIAs from the same 
laboratory had DLs of 20 ppt and 1 ppt of atrazine (168, 174). The excellent sensitivity 
of the latter (168) EIAs for atrazine and propazine (Table 4) was partly a result of the 
choice of enzyme tracer. The tracer was prepared by linking peroxidase to atrazine by 
a CD1/NHS active ester procedure. This ultra efficient label permitted the use of higher 

tracer dilutions than was possible for an alkaline phosphatase based system with a 

resultant improvement in assay sensitivity. Wittmann and Hocl;’s innovative 

immunization protocol was also used to produce a sensitive serum for deethylatrazine and 
deisopropylatrazine (175) which was combined with an efficient peroxidase tracer to 
produce a highly sensitive assay. The sensitivity of IMS’s EIA for atrazine was 
drasmatically improved when the slightly less convenient microtitre-strip format, called 
RES-I-QUANT was introduced (Ferguson, personal communication). The MAB based 
EIAs for atrazine and hydroxyatrazine demonstrate that the advantages of MAB 
technology “need not come at the expense of assay sensitivity. The enhanced 

luminescence IA for the detection of triazines could detect analytes at a threshold level 
of 100 ppt, although accuracy was lower in the region of the DL (176).
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Of two MAB based assays for paraquat, one was reasonably sensitive but 
lacked selectivity (189, 301), and the other was highly selective but insensitive (192). 
A based EIA for picloram was more sensitive than the corresponding PAB based 
EIA (X5) and RIA (x50) (205), mainly because its calibration curve was steeper and 
shifted to the left. Although, the RIA’s sensitivity could probably be improved if a radio- 
ligand of higher specific activity were used, The comparable sensitivities of the paraquat 
RIAs and the better of the EIAs suggests that neither tracer type is "inherently superior. 

Several of" the [As for small herbicide molecules such as maleic hydrazide and 
moli_nate required a pre-concentration step for low level analyte levels. The mid-curve 
response of the molinate assay was improved by a factor of 4-5 when the immobilized 
DAB assay format (I_DAB) was used (52). This format could probably be used to good 
effect with other ana_ly_tes. The sensitivity of the EIA for bentazon (208) was improved 
by derivatisation of the bentazon residues: N-methyl and N-ethyl derivatives were most 
effective. 

Insecticides (summarized in Table 5)_: The summarized data indicate that the EIA 
for s-bioallethrin was more sensitive than the corresponding RIA, and that the sensitivities 
of the RIA and ElAs for parathion were comparable. Optimization of assay design had 
a profound effect on the performances of EI_As for diflubenzliron and BAY SIR, 8514: 
their DLs were improved by a factor of x16 and x10 respectively. The EIAs for 

diflubenzuron (223) were as sensitive as conventional HPLC and GLC - electron capture 
detector (ECD) methods. The MAB based assays for paraoxon and MATP were less 
sensitive than their PAB equivalents. Although in the case of MATP the MAB’s superior 
specificity probably made up for the loss of sensitivity. 

Fungicides (summarized in Table 6)_: The DL of" the benomyl EIA was lower than 
the corresponding RIA’s despite the EIA’s shallower calibration curve. The exceptional 
sensitivity of the IDAB based IA for fenpropimorph may result from the improved 
accessibility of the AB’s binding sites. All the bound ABs are oriented correctly for
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effective coupling with hapten molecules. The IDAB format also probably causes less 
denaturation of the ABs compared to direct coating methods. Because the second ABs 
are used in large excess all of the primary ABs added to each well are bound to the solid 
phase which helps to reduce inter well variability (316). 

Criteria for Sensitive Assays: Assays with I50 responses near 1 ng/mL in the final 
assay buffer have been categorized (51) as highly sensitive; an assay with an I50 in the 

40 - 100 ng/mL range would be considered to have low sensitivity. By these criteria 
several of the assays listed in Table 3 are sensitive (3-7 (triton version); 38, 97 (0.-2.5% 
cutscum version)) 144, 154, 156, 157; several are of intermediate sensitivity (37 (GC5 
serum, cutscum version), 39, 97, 147), and one has low sensitivity (159). The assays) 
described in Tables 4- 6 could be similarly classified. One must be aware, however, that 
assays, such as Hunter and Lenz’s_ IA for paraoxon (228) (Table 5) which had a high 1,0 
value but a low detection limit (28 pg/mL) could be inisclassified by this scheme. 

Most" of the reviewed assays are adequately sensitive for environmental 

screening tasks. In cases where the analyte must be quantified close to the statistical 
detection limit it may be necessary to pre-concentrate the sample, prepare a detailed 
calibration curve, or mathematically extend the cun/e’s linear range (204). A simple pre- 
concentration step such as SPE or solvent extraction can dramatically improve an lA’s 
PQL, although the improved sensitivity is often unnecessary for screening applications. 
SPE is particularly convenient for water borne analytes. Several steps can be taken 

during assay development to help improve the sensitivity of the final product. These 
include the use of a spacer arm in the immunogen which often improves serum avidity 

by enhancing the hapten’s recognition by the host’s immune system. Different linkage 

arms can should be used in the immunogen and tracer (or coating Ag): heterologous assay 
systems are frequently more sensitive than their homologous equivalents. The IgG 
component of the serum can be purified by IAC: affinity purified ABs tend to be more 
sensitive, though less stable, than whole sera.
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Although assay sensitivity is primarily related to AB affinity, fine tuning of the 
assay format and mechanics can help improve many assays. For instance, prolonging the 
pre-incubation of ABs and analyte may help improve the sensitivity of some assays. The 
polystyrene sphere version of the triazine IAs (173) and the success of the IDAB format 
(253) shows that innovative assay design can improve assay sensitivity. EIA detection 
limits can also be lowered through the use of signal amplification systems such as biotin- 

avidin auxiliary labels (266). In essence, the biotin-avidin system (76, 126, 312) increases 

the number of enzyme molecules bound to each antigen - IgG complex, this allows a 

reduction in the amount of primary B used in the assay, so lowering the detection limit. 

SAMPLE PREPARATION 

The exceptional sensitivity and specificity of the IA technique often permits 
a reduction in sample preparation compared to conventional methods (43, 44). In the case 
of water samples and physiological fluids sample preparation can often be eliminated-. 
For many matrices, however, there is a point beyond which there is a trade-ofi' between 
reduced enrichment and sensitivity. IAs, as aqueous phase tests, are generally easier to 

apply to hydrophillic rather than lipophilic molecules. Polar analytes tend to be located 
in a sample’s aqueous phase where they can either be directly bound by the ABs or from 
which they can be readily extracted. Non-polar analytes can usually be solubilized with 
the aid of non-ionic detergents, protein solutions, or small amounts of polar solvent. The 
ABs draw the analyte from the detergent micelles into the binding site by a process of 
mass action (42). The following polar solvents have been used to aid the solubilization 
of analytes in environmental IAsI:l DMSO (141, 154, 208, 225, 252, 303), acetonitrile 
(ACN) (20.4, 208, 214, 224, 223, 302), dimethylformamide (DMF) (209); methanol (158, 
208, 211, 238, 250, 251, 302), ethanol (225, 238, 239, 257), and propylene glycol (204, 
302), dioxane (232). Solubilization agents should be carefully evaluated for each assay 
system because of the unique nature of Ab-Ag reactions. For example, a variety ofAB
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and coating Ag systems that were evaluated for the bentazon IA were observed to have 
Strilringly different tolerances for ACN (10-50%) (208). 

The need to separate lipophilic analytes from oily matrices is a major 
impediment to the routine use of IAs for the detection of such compounds, If a low 
detection limit is to be achieved, lipophilic analytes, such as dioxins, must be thoroughly 
separated from residual lipids. For that reason some experts suggest that highly l_ipophilic 
compounds may not be ideal target molecules for analysis by IA since many of the 
technique’s cost and speed advantages are lost during the clean-up process (49). On the 
other hand, the high cost of analysis for many lipophilic compounds ($1500 - $2000 for 
PCDDs) is a strong stimulus for the development of screening methods. The amount of 
sample preparation could probably be reduced for analytes that do not have to be detected 
at trace levels-. Even for analytes, such as dioxins, that must be extensively enriched 
(141), IA could reduce the number of samples that must be confirmed by high resolution 
GC-MS, thus lowering analytical costs and helping to reduce a lab’s. capital burden. 

Environmental matrices are more variable and interference prone than is 

common in clinical applications. There are three main types of interference: compounds 
that cross-react (positive interferences), matrix components that interfere with the Ag-AB 
reaction (negative interferences), and matrix components that interfere with the assay 
detection system. Sample preparation protocols, are designed to eliminate or minimise 
these interferences, and they should be matched to the assay system, the rnatrix, and the 
desired. level of sensitivity. ' 

Acid digestion of extracted lipids followed by chromatography on ‘basic 

alumina was used to enrich PCDDs from liver, adipose tissue, and sandy soil samples 
that were screened (37,. 137) by RIA. From 3 to 50 mg equivalents of starting adipose 
tissue was analyzed per assay tube. Some negative interferences that were found to limit 
assay sensitivity could probably be removed by an improved clean-up method. A simiilar 
clean,-up protocol was used (38) to prepare Aroclor, liver, and adipose samples that were
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contaminated with PCDFs for analysis by RIA. Low level positive interferences from the 
Aroclor and tissue samples adversely affected the RIA’s sensitivity. 

‘A minimized clean-up was used to prepare a set of PCDD contaminated 
industrial and soil samples for screening by EIA (97): the samples were chromatographed 
on activated carbon and then passed through a combination column that contained acid 
silica and AgNO3 treated silica-. The reduction in the number of clean-up steps, enhanced 
the IA’s value as a screening test, and was designed to remove hydrophobic matrix 
material that might overwhelm the detergent based solubilization system. The reduced 
clean-up was adequate for the high analyte levels in the chemical and oil samples that 
were tested. Extracts of a sandy soil that were similarly prepared were analyzable by 
BIA; however extracts of other soils interfered with the EIA. 

The amount of clean-up used to prepare a Lake Trout extract, was found to 
influence the performancevof the RI_A for PCDDs (141). The assay’s capacity was related 
to the degree of clean-up and the choice of solubilization agent, The presence of residual 
interferences meant that the assay’s sensitivity could not be improved by simply 
increasing the sample size. Higher than optimal increases in the sample size narrowed 
the assay’s working range, adversely affected the dose response, and raised the detection 
limit. A more rigorous clean-up may help to reduce the assay’s quantitation limit. Other 
matrices, such as water, may not require so extensive a clean-up, or, if heavily contami- 
nated, may not demand as low a DL, in which case the sample preparation could be 
reduced. 

Newsome and Shields (154) passed solvent extracts of PCBs from blood and 
milk through a column of neutral alumina pn'or to analysis by RIA. Despite slight analyte 
losses from the spiked matrices this minimal clean-up sufficed. ACN/water extracts of 
permethrin contaminated beef were effectively cleaned-up by partitioning against hexane 
and purifying on alumina before analysis by EIA (214). The assay’s response was linear 
from 50-500 ppb in the presence of extract. Clean-up by SPE on C18 cartridges was
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required before extracts of wheat or barley could be screened for imazamethabenz content 
by EIA (207), 

Wie and Hammock) (223) did not observe matrix interferences when using 
to analyze diflubenzuron and BAY SIR 8514 in stagnant or WHO synthetic water. When 
whole milk was analyzed, however, itwas necessary (224) to extract the samples with 
EtAc and use a multi-step clean-up. Calibration curves prepared in the final extract 
indicated that the extract was interference free. 

IA has been used to detect the contaminants listed in Table 7 in crude liquid 
matrices. IAs can frequently be used to detect analytes in solid matrices after a simple 
extraction with solvent or acid and re-suspension of the extract in buffer (46). This point 
is evidenced by the contaminants listed in Table 8 which were analyzed by IA in crude 
extracts of a variety of “matrices. Goh et al. (277) studied the effects of the extraction 
solvent on the tube version of IMS’s EIA for atrazine. In field applications the residual 
solvent should be dil_uted to at least the maximum tolerable level; in laboratory 

applications the solvent can be easily removed. The ability of four solvents to extract 
atrazine from soil depended on the concentration of atrazine (278). A methanol-water 
mixture was best suited. to the EIA. The effect of residual solvents needs to be 
established for ‘individual assay systems because assay design is known to affect 

susceptibility‘ to residual solvent effects (184). The pl-I and ionic environment of samples 
and standards should be similar, which may necessitate adjustments to the assay and 
diluent buffers (195, 208), otherwise curve shifting effects can occur. Concentrated PBS 
(10x) can be used to equalize ionic effects in water (159, 204) and juice samples (249). 
IMS’s BIA for triazines has been reported to be resistant to interferences caused by humic 
substances (279),. - 

Residual interferences can be revealed by the preparation of an assay 

calibration curve in the presence of the matrix (43). In the absence of matrix 

interferences the curve prepared in matrix should parallel the control curve. Minor
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interferences may cause a slight shift in the curve’s location, which can reduce assay 
sensitivity without affecting parallelism. In the absence of serious matrix interferences 

the addition of a spike to the sample extract should cause additive inhibition. The routine 
use of matrix blanks is a good safe guard against residual matrix interferences (43). IAC 
techniques can be used to conveniently prepare matrix blanks (266). In most cases slight 

matrix induced biases should not limit an assay’s usefulness. 

Solid phase extraction, usually using C18 or C8 bonded silica, is a convenient 
way to enrich trace analytes from aqueous samples. If the target compound can be eluted 
from the SPE column by a water miscible solvent, such as methanol or ACN, there should 
be no need for a solvent removal step (302). Should a solvent exchange be necessary a 

small volume of keeper solvent, such as propylene glycol, can prevent losses of volatile 
analytes (52). -SPE methods are easily automated which makes them ideal for use with 
large sample sets. SPE hasxbeen used to prepare the following water borne contaminants 
for screening by IA: 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T (160, 161); molinate (302); PCP (159); 
thuringiensis israelensis d-endotoxin (244), bentazon (208), benzo-a-pyrene (158), s- 

triazines (279), and cyanazine (61). 

Recently, Stocklein et al. (280) studied the ability of two immobilized PAB 
preparations (C14 and C193) to bind triazine herbicides in organic solvents. Binding to 

C14 appeared to be positively influenced by solvent polarity whereas binding to C193 was 
more dependant on atrazine’s solubility in the solvent. The specificity of the ABs for 
atrazine was higher in toluene than in buffer. Thus it may be possible to screen triazines 
after elution from SPE colnmns without a solvent change. Anti-progesterone ABs (281) 
have also been observed to retain their activity in hexane although calibration curves were 
shifted to the right and the reaction rate was slowed somewhat. ABs are thought to retain 
their activity in solvent because of a residual shell of surrounding water. These 
observations open the way for biephase assay systems that may be applicable to lipophilic 
compounds.

_
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VALIDATION AND ROUTINE APPLICATIONS 

One of the most informative way to validate an IA’s performance is to make 
a critical comparison of its performance with that of an independent control method (44, 
50, 52). Samples from a variety of locations should be used in any validation exercise 
because of the inherent variability of environmental matrices. The samples can be sub- 
divided and fortified in order to test for additivity of the dose response (97). The key 
assay performance and reliability parameters such as sensitivity and precision need to be 
established for each intended matrix. There is a need for a generally acceptable protocol 
for the validation of assays (44, S2), so thatassay developers and end users can have 
equal confidence. A recent interlaboratory comparison of atrazine EIAs that was held in 
Germany (282) was a step in the right direction. In the USA several federal govemm_ent 
agencies (56) as well as the Association of Official Analytical Chemists (AOAC) and the 
International Union of" Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) are reported to be 
developing guidelines for the evaluation of EIA kits.» It has been suggested that screening 
techniques should not have to meet" the same rigid requirements of quantitative methods 
(62). Kaufman and Clower (56) recently published an informative account of the review 
and approval process that has been proposed by the Food Safety and Inspection Service 
of the US Department. of Agriculture. The cornerstone of the proposed approval process 
will be successful assay performance in a supervised c0l_laborat_ive study. EPA (56) are 
reported to be correctly placing the onus for documentation and optimisation of an assay 
on the developer and require that adequate pools of key reagents such as ABs be available 
before an assay can be approved. A method’s final acceptance will depend on its 

performance in a collaborative study-.9 

HAHs and related compounds: Johnson et al. (156, 157) validated their RIAs for the 
detection of biphenyl compounds by demonstrating that the assay calibration curves were 
parallel to curves prepared in fortified urine samples (R 2 0.99). Newsome and Shields 
(154) compared the ability of GLC and RIA to recover PCBs from fortified milk (20-80 
ppb) and human blood (2-16 ppb). Both methods compared well (R2=0.96 for milk and
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0.99 for blood), although the average recovery of analyte was inferior for the RIA (74% 
vs 99% for milk and 79% vs 96% for blood). Wes‘ti‘ngh0‘use’s EIA for PCP was validated 
by comparing the ability of GC and EIA to recover analyte from fortified ground water 
and surface water. Both methods yielded similar results for both crude water samples and 

SPE extracted samples, which indicated the absence of serious matrix effects (159). 

Albro et al. (37) assessed the ability of RIA to detect PCDDs in liver and 
adipose tissue from PCDD contaminated monkeys. There was good agreement between 
the RIA and the GC=MS and GC-EC techniques. Afghan et al. (307) subsequently used 
RIA and GC-MS to detect 2,3,7,8-TCDD in a variety of fish extracts. Low level false 
positive results were probably caused by matrix interferences or the presence of congeners 

other than 2,3,7,8-TCDD. A double blind evaluation of the ‘RIA that used minimally 
enriched extracts of human adipose tissue was also undertaken (137). Each sample (60 

mg/tube) was independently analyzed by GC-M_S and RIA (3X). The number of false 
positive samples (5.9%) and the greater than 50% false negative results at the lowest 

spike level indicated that additional clean-up was needed. The RIA had a reliable 
sensitivity of 100 pg (P<0.05) per tube: 100 pg in a 60 mg sample is 1.7 ppb. The 
performance of the RIA for PCDDs was also evaluated using fortified Lake Trout extracts 
(141). Samples were deemed positive if they werestatistically distinguishable from a 

matrix control using a one sided t test. The lowest concentration detected was 67 ppt of 
2,3,7,8-TCDD in 300 mg equivalents of fish (P<0.05). 

The MAB based EIA for PCDDs was validated using a variety of industrial 
and soil samples that contained between <1 ppb - 1750 ppb of the most toxic PCDDs/Fs 
(97). The enriched extracts were sub-divided and analyzed by EIA, confirmed by GC- 
MS, and tested for an additive response. The GC-MS and EIA results were correlated 
for the total amounts of tetra- and penta- PCDDs and PCDFs. This was considered a 

sativsfactory result since the two methods do not measure exactly the same congeners. 
With the exception of some of the soil samples the EIA responses were additive. The 
applicability of the RIA for PCDFs was demonstrated by the measurement of analyte in
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rat and monkey tissues (38); GC-MS and liquid scintillation techniques were used as 
control methods. The EIA for benzo-a-pyrene underestimated BP metabolite levels by 
about 70% (158) when a BP reference curve was employed. 

Herbicide Assays: RIA was used to accurately recover 250 - 2500 ppb spikes of 
picloram from river water and urine (164). The inter- and intra-assay precision of MAB 
and PAB versions of a picloram EIA were assessed using calibration standards and 
fortified samples (205). The mean assay precision was excellent for the calibrated 
standards (intra- < 7%; inter- < 16%). When fortified plant extracts were analyzed the 
intra-assay varia_bility of the MAB assay (CV% = 10-29) was found to be much lower 
than that of the PAB assay (mean CV% > 80%). Only the MAB based assay was able 
to efficiently recover spikes from fortified water (78%), soil extract (73%), and plant 
extracts (112%). Despite some systematic interferences a dose response was established 
for each matrix. The EIA for chlorosulfuron was also prone to matrix effects (87), 
although it was still possible to establish a dose response for soil extracts. The 
chlorosulfuron assay’s PQL compared favourably with both bioassay and HPLC methods. 
Schwalbe et al. (196) used fortified extracts of biological and soil samples to validate 
their FIA and EIA methods for diclofop-methyl. The IA results correlated well (Ra0.99) 
with GC and liquid scintillation control procedures. 

Good agreement and acceptable precision (inter- 14%; intra- 6.3%) were 
observed when a set of hydroxyatrazine spiked soil samples were analyzed by IA and 
HPLC (181); the overall variation in recoveries was from 46% - 100%. A set of 19 soils 
(for hydroxyatrazine) and 28 water samples (for atrazine) were analyzed; apart from some 
HPLC related interferences, the methods compared well (R = 0.91 for water). The soil 
extracts contained some interferences that were probably caused by residual matrix 
components or cross reacting triazenes-. IMS’s tube based EIA for atrazine (179) had 
good precision over its working range when used to analyze a variety of water (CV 4.1- 
23.8) and soil (CV: 6.8% - 20.3%) samples. This rugged assay also compared well with 
a reference HPLC method when used to analyze a variety of fortified water and soil
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samples. The few discrepancies observed were probably caused by cross reacting 
triazenes or their degradation products. IMS’s atrazine kit has also been validated using 
food samples (323). The EIA for deethyl- and deisopropylatrazine had an interassay CV 
of 4.5% when used to analyze deethylatrazine controls on 10 different days (175). EIA 
analysis of spiked tap water and environmental was accurate which indicated an absence 
of serious matrix effects. " 

A total of 13 laboratories participated in an interlaboratory validation of EIAs 
for the detection of s-triazines in water samples (282). Spiked and unspiked samples of 
ground water, drinking water, and surface water were analyzed; a reference laboratory 
used GC/MS. A variety of EIA kits were evaluated in the study including kits from IMS 
(Res-i-Mune and Res-i-Quant), Prof. Hock’s Lab., and Envirogard. On_ly a few of the 
laboratories were able to precisely detennine the atrazine content of the samples. The 
main problems appeared be the inexperience of some of the participants and cross 
reactivity by other triazines. In a later more rigorous evaluation of the 3 best assay 
systems (REs!i-Quant, Prof. I-Iock’s, Envirogard) each of the IAs correctly identified the 
negative samples. Test kits that employed broad specificity ABs (Res-i-Quanta, 

Envirogard) yielded higher than normal atrazine levels. The study’s organizers rnade 
several recommendations: 1. IA laboratories should be certified and personnel must be 
highly trained; 2. an exact description of the assay’s protocol should be available; 3. an 
assay’s working range should be close to the middle of the calibration curve; 4. at least 
6 calibration points should be used; 5. if the matrix is unknown a fortification experiment 
should be undertaken; 6. 4 parallel measurements should be made per sample to guard 
against erratic results. ~ 

Goh et al. (278) reported that standards processed using the IMS tube based 
EIA can give variable results. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicated that most of the 
variability could be attributed to the within assay replicates and probably resulted from 
technique problems or a lack of kit uniformity. Those researchers analyzed a set of 48 
soil samples using GC and EIA; the results indicated good correlation (R2=0.97)' between
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the two methods (278) despite a significant bias on the part of the EIA data that was 
mostly caused by dilution artifacts. Thurman et al. (279) compared the ability of the IMS 
tube assay and GC-MS technique to recover a group of triazine herbicides from surface 
water and ground water. Both methods were comparable (Ra0.91) over the range 0.2-3 
ppb. The correlation was maintained when the samples were enriched by SPE; the data 
was corrected for cross-reactivity factors. No false negatives were recorded at a DL of 
0.2 ppb. i 

Sharp et al. (169) assessed the performance of their EIA for triazines by 
comparing the ability of the IA and a conventional GLC/nitrogen phosphorous detector 
(NPD) method to recover a range of atrazine spikes from water and soil samples. A 
paired t-test indicated there was no significant difference between the methods, although 
the EIA values for the soil samples were about 15% higher than the GLC values. Huber 
and Hock (172) found no difference in the performance of the EIA for terbutryn when 
it was used to analyze filtered river water and tap water. Wust et al.’s (174) EIA for 
atrazine corresponded well with a GC confirmation technique when used to analyze a set 
of water samples. Calibration curves that were prepared in various unfiltered and 
unbuffered environmental waters varied little from buffer controls when analyzed by 
Harrison et al.’s EIA for atrazine (184). Shell Research’s EIA for cyanazine (61) was 
validated using a variety of atrazine and cyanazine contaminated samples. The IA results 
agreed with those of a reference GC method, and the method has subsequently been used 
in monitoring applications. 

The EIA for molinate was validated by (204) by the preparation of calibration 
cu_rves in creek and rice field water. Although shifted to the right, the curves prepared 
in matrix were parallel to the reference curve. The assay’s precision was acceptable (intra- 
4%; inter- < 10%). The assay’s performance was later verified by comparison with a GC 
(50, 302) method. The IA and GC methods gave comparable recoveries of molinate (1 
ppb - 1 ppm) from extracted tap water, creek, ditch and rice field water samples (r2 = 
0.995). Calibration curves that were prepared in soil extract were interference free when
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less than ",5% soil extract‘-' was used, although the data for low level spikes showed 
elevated variability and a raised detection limit. The EIA and GC methods also 
compared well when used to analyze soil extracts and air samples from rice fields (r2 = 
0.986), although the EIA estimates were biased on the high side (up to 3x). 

The practical usefulness of the molinate EIA was rigorously tested when the 
assay was used to study the herbicide’s dissipation and distribution in a treated rice field 
(283). Negative and positive controls were used to assess the EIA’s reliability. The 
water samples from the rice field were split and analyzed by GC and EIA. The assay 
calibration curve was repeatable (n=56) and precise. The positive and negative controls 
did not exceed the mean +/- 2SD for the study’s duration. An AN OVA showed that the 
largest source of the positive control’s variance was the replicate wells. The EIA’s 
estimate of" the amount of molinate that was added the fortified samples was significantly 
different from the actual amount added. The GLC estimates did not exhibit this effect. 
Nevertheless the GLC and EIA results for the field water samples were well correlated 
(r=0.9).

. 

Although more rugged than its heterologous counterpart, the homologous 
version of the EIA for maleic hydrazide was affected by residual matrix components 
when it was used to screen potato samples. The matrix effects depended on potato 
variety, the antibody, and the method ofsample preparation (314). Spike recoveries were 
more variable from the sample matrix than from blanks. Good correlation between the 
EIA and a colorimetric method (r=0._92) was observed. 

Fleeker (161) validated two ,BIAs for 2,4-D using groundwater samples that 
had been fortified with [“C]-labelled 2,4-D. The EIA data compared well with the 
scintillation control method (r = 0.99). Knopp et al. (162) ‘used fortified human serum 
(5»250 ppb) to evaluate an RIA for 2,4-D; analyte recoveries were in the 94-104% range 
and the inter-assay CV% was a low 5.3. Hall et al.’s RIA for 2,4-D was (164) validated 
using fortified river water and urine (250 and 2500 ppb). The analyte recoveries were
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excellent a_n_d_ the intra-assay CV was s 9%- Similar results were obtained for the same 
groups indirect EIA for the detection of 2,4-D. An EIA for clomazone yielded similar 
dose response curves forspiked extracts of two soil types (197). A correlation coefficient 
of 0.98 was obtained when Dargar et al.’s EIA for clomazone (198) was compared with 
a GLC method. The clomazone EIA was found to agree with the results of leaf damage 
bio-assay tests when laboratory test soils were analyzed; although agreement was not as 
good for field soils. The inter- and intra- precision (CV %) for a 10 ppb control were 16.7‘ 
and 12.8 respectively. EIA efficiently recovered imazamethabenz spikes (12.5 - 200 ppb) 
from barley and wheat (207) over the entire spiking range. A mean recovery of 89.8 % 
was obtained for four barley samples that were spiked with 12.5 ppb. 

A set of two hundred and eight samples from rivers and water treatment plants, 
some spiked as positive controls, were used to assess the EIA for alachlor (199). There 
was good agreement between the EIA and the confirming GC-MS technique (r = 0.84), 
although the EIA was less accurate and precise ( CV%: 10 -40). The EIA data was re- 
interpreted using threshold levels of 0.5, 1.0 , and 5.0 ppb. At the 1.0 ppb level 99% of 
the negative samples were confirmed by GC/MS. Only 48% of the samples that were 
positive at the 1.0 ppb threshold were confirmed by GC/MS. Overall the EIA could 
reduce the number of samples requiring confirmation by 71%. This is a good example 
of the ability of an IA to correctly identify negative samples in a screening application. 
The EIAs for metolachlor (200) were validated in a recovery study that used soils 
fortified with 20 and 50 ppb of analyte. The mean recoveries for the direct and indirect 
assays were 98 and 89 % respectively; the interassay CV % were 14.5 % and 14% over 
40 assays. Some matrix interferences were noticed in the direct EIA. The EIA for 
bentazon was validated by spiking tap water with the herbicide (1 -. 100 ppb) and then 
analyzing the samples by EIA and GC. The samples were pre-concentrated by SPE using 
C8 cartridges. Analyte recoveries ranged from 99% - 118% (S.Dev. = 1.8 - 13.4) and 
there was excellent agreement between the two methods (R2 = 0.95) (208).
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The various IAs for paraquat have been va_l_idated using spiked serum (r=0.95) 
(187) spiked soils (r=0.97) (190, 301), serum (187), plasma (r=0.998) (185, 308) milk, 
potato and ground beef (195). Good agreement was established in a comparison of an 
EIA and RIA for paraquat (188) (r = 0.96; n=41). Van Emon et al. (194, 195) 

demonstrated parallelism between paraquat calibration curves that were prepared in the 
presence of" different levels biological matrices. Paraquat recoveries from agricultural 

workers were generally higher for EIA than GC (194); moreover the EIA afforded lower 
DLs. 

Insecticide Assays: When used to analyze fortified soil samples, the chlordane EIA’s 
precision was adequate for a screening assay (CV < 20%) across the assay’s analytical 
range (3.8 - 897 ppm) (211). The EIA was able to correctly detect the presence or 
absence of analyte in seven soil samples. Analysis of DDA in sets of spiked and non- 
spiked urine samples indicated close agreement between an EIA for DDA and reference 
GC and colorimetric methods (239). Extracts of milk that had been fortified with 
diflubenzuron and BAY SIR 8514 and then analyzed by EIA yielded calibration curves 

that were parallel to and statistically indistinguishable from control curves (224). The 
pennethrin EIA (214) was validated by demonstration of an approximately parallel 

relationship between the control curve and a curve that was prepared in meat extract, 
There was good correlation between the observed and expected levels of permethrin for 
analyte levels greater than 50 ppb. The EIA for aldicarb (240) was shown to be 
applicable to a variety of matrices such as stream water, plasma, urine and citrus fruit 
juices: the dose responses were linear for the fortified matrices. Although, some low 
level matrix interferences are apparent from the published curves. When used to analyze 
spiked blood an RIA for paraoxon (299) showed good precision (9.5-12%) over the range 
0.2-3.2 ng. The ELISA for B. thuringiensis israelensis endotoxin correlated well with a 

bio-assay control method when used to analyze seven commercial fonnulations of the 
insecticide (243). ~
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Fungicide Assay s: The FIA’s estimates of 2-ABZI in spiked water samples were 
within 5% accuracy ina small scale experiment (36). EIA and GC or LC based methods 
were used to recover the following fungicides from a variety of‘ foods and agricultural 
produce: ‘MBC and benomyl (247, 249), metalaxyl (250), triadimefon (251), iprodione 
(252). In most cases there was close agreement between the IA and the control method. 
The performance of an EIA for benomyl and thiabendazole was validated by assessing 
analyte recoveries from a variety of fortified commodities (248). A GLC method and 
EIA (253) gave comparable estimates of the fungicide fenpropimorph in spiked tap water 
and soil percolation water. The ElA’s estimates were higher for samples from a treated 
field probably because the IA detects fenpropimorph and fenpropimorph acid, whereas 
only the latter is detected by GLC.

h 

FUTURE PROSPECTS 

Prospects for the future use of IAs in environmental laboratories are intimately 
linked to the selection of suitable target analytes, the demonstrated application of several 

showcase IA methods, and the innovative coupling of the AB-Ag interaction to emerging 
technologies from other disciplines. 

Selection of Target Analytes 

can be developed for a wide variety of agrochemicals and industrial 
contaminants. The criteria used to select additional target molecules will have a key 
influence on whether or not environmental IAs are eventually accepted as routine tools. 
Proposed target molecules should be difficult to analyze bv conventional means. Since 

IAs do not depend on volatility, thermal stability, or the presence of chromophores (44) 
they are well suited to compounds that are difficult. to analyze by chromatographic 
methods (43, 44, 58, 62). Many analytes that usually require derivatisation for detection 
by GC or LC methods can be readily detected by IA. There is a trend for the newer 

pesticides, especially biological agents, to be larger, more polar, and less volatile than
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their predecessors, which should make them suitable for analysis by IA (42, 62). IAs are 
typically most sensitive towards large molecules that have several polar functionalities. 

Although ABs can be raised against haptens that are as small as 150 Daltons (58), assay 
quality tends to be poorer for small molecules owing to the preponderance of low affinity 
and low specificity ABs (49). 

Ideally the target molecule should be at least moderately soluble in water, both 

for ease of separation from lipid matrices and to facilitate binding wit_h the ABs in the 
assay buffer. Hydrophil_lic molecules can be difficult to analyze by conventional methods. 

There should be a genuinetneed for data on the target molecule’s distribution 
and fate. Regulatory agencies, analytical chemists, and IA specialists should assist each 
other in the selection of target molecules by compiling a list of analytes for which 
screening techniques would be beneficial. Return on the initial investment and cost 

savings will be greatest for analytes that must be determined in many samples (43, 51). 
A lone technician can readily analyze more than 100 samples a day with many environ- 
mental IAs. IA efficiency can be further improved by the automation (100, 284) of 
individual assay steps using liquid handling work stations (76), automated micro-titre pl_ate 
washers, and semi-automated plate readers or radiation counters. Completely automated 
IA systems are now available for clinical applications (285 - 287) some of which can 
process over a hundred samples per hour (286, 287). Because IAs can be used to screen 
large. sample sets at realistic costs (42, 50, 51, 55, 77), they should facilitate large scale 
surveys and monitoring programmes that are currently unrealistic. Analyses that require 
the detection of multiple analytes in a few samples, however, are best undertaken by 
conventional means. 

IAs complement rather than replace conventional analytical techniques. I_n 

screening applications all positive samples and, if necessary, a statistical selection of 
negative samples should be confirmed by an independent technique (305). Positive 

samples can be ranked in order of suspected residue levels, for prioritized confirmation,
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The confirmation of all positive samples may be unnecessary" when the presence of a 

known contaminant is being monitored in an ecosystem. IAs are particularly useful for 
the identification of samples that exceed a threshold value, and should be useful in the 
identification of waters that exceed contaminant guidelines. 

Factors Affecting Implementation 

lA’s have yet to make a significant impact in routine environmental 

laboratories. In a submission to the Congress of the US, Office of Technology 
Assessment, Mumma and Hunter (62) considered the co_nstr_aints and opportunities of IAs 
in light of regulatory and legislative influences. Regulatory agencies were criticised for 
being slow to encourage modern methods such as IAs. The agrochernical industry, it was 
argued, should be encouraged to share their IA data with the scientific community so that 
more informed decisions can be made on the general usefulness of IA technology. 
Approval of an IA by an environmental regulatory agency is a crucial pre-requisite for 
its wide-spread use in routine laboratories. The majority of the assays reviewed i_n the 
present report must still be considered research tools rather than routine methods. 
Although the California Dept. of Agriculture, which has in the past supported the 
development and testing of IAs (62, 283), in a pioneering move, has initiated a program 
to monitor rice paddy water for molinate and thiobencarb by ELISA (50). The use of 
some of the more promising IAs in routine applications, and the rational development and 
distribution of ABs for additional target analytes would help to popularize environmental 
IAs. Without doubt the poor availability of ABs has retarded the acceptance of 
environmental IAs by routine analysts. Although ABs have been developed for numerous 
key analytes in recent years, those ABs are often unavailable to the scientific community. 
Inexperienced laboratories are naturally reluctant to undertake the time consuming and 
somewhat risky development of ABs; particularly if scept-ici_sm about the applicability and 
general utility of environmental IAs persists. i
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Several manufacturers of agrochemicals have taken a lead in the production 

of ABs to their products. Currently, about 50% of Pesticide Manufacturers are reported 
to have healthy IA projects (31). Other manufacturers and producers of industrial 

contarninants would do well to follow this example. Once developed, sera could be made 
available to interested researchers through antibody banks (52), as collaborative research 

gifts, or as commercially marketed reagents"; sera that are not available for general 

evaluation and use are of little value. On this point-, it is difficult to understand the 

attitude of a leading agrochemical corporation that refused to make small quantities of a 

serum to one of their pesticides available to a government laboratory for research 

purposes. In Europe the possibility of supplying ABs and immunoaffinity columns 
through a cent_rali_sed bureau is being studied (288). Once ABs become more readily 
avai_lable, individual users will be free to develop their own assays. Alternatively, sera 

can be produced and marketed by the private sector. Profitability dictates that private 

corporations will, at least initially, develop assays for high demand applications (49). 

Several companies now market IA kits for environmental and food 

contaminants (31, 51). IL1_muno§ystems Inc. of Scarborough in Maine were one of the 
first companies to offer IA kits for environmental contaminants. This energetically 

managed company has developed kits in tube (Res-I-Mune) and plate (Res-I-Quant) 
formats for a wide range of compounds including triazines, alachlor, aldicarb, benomyl, 
2,4-D, and carbofuran. IMS also plan the release of El-As for piclorarn, PCB, and PCP 
in the near future (Harrison, personal communication). More than any other company IMS 
has pioneered the development and use of commercial IA kits for environmental 

applications. Millipore now distribute some of the IMS assjay systems as their Enviro 
Gard line of screening tests. The kits are available in the tube format for the following 
analytes: triazines, cyclodienes, carbofuran, 2,4-D, aldicarb and in the plate format for 

t_riazi_n_es, alachlor, 2,4-D, aldicarb, and benomyl. Bio-Nebraska market a kit version of 

thier IA for the detection of mercury (110). The kit can be used to test samples either 
in the field or laboratory. OHMICRON has developed a series of R_apid Qesticide 
lmmuno Qetection assays that use ABs immobilized on magnetic particles to effect phase
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separation. The assay format (289) eliminates tube to tubes variation due to uneven AB 
coating. Assays are. available for triazines, aldicarb, and alachlor. Granite Division of 

Environmental Diagnostics Inc. sells rapid _format IA kits for paraquat but reports minimal 
sales thus far (290). Westinghouse BioAnalytic, after having developed and distributed 
EIAs for PCP and Atrazine later withdrew from the marketplace. 

Commercial IA kits should offer a clear cut cost advantage ‘over conventional 
analytical methods, even after allowing for replicate analyses and the inclusion of control 
samples. Exorbitant pricing policies will at best force laboratories with extensive 

analytical requirements to develop ‘in-house kits, or, at worst, to ignore IA technology 
altogether. On the other hand, competit-ive pricing will make IA kits more attractive to 
laboratory managers, facilitate the replicate analysis of samples, help control overall costs, 
and improve data comparability. Although the market for environmental IAs has suffered 
its share of growth pains, once the first few assays are firmly established additional users 
should emerge to solidify sales and pave the way for future growth. 

Future Growth 

IAs low costs should be particularly attractive to third world countries for 
whom analytical costs are virtually prohibitive. Since IAs can often be used to analyze 
body fluids with little or no cleanup they could be used to screen groups of humans 
following accidental or occupational exposure to harmful organic contaminants (42, 44, 
158, 240). BIA has been successfully used to monitor agricultural workers for exposure 
to paraquat in a pilot study (194). 

A 

Several EIA formats, particularly the coated tube 
assays, are ideal for field applications‘, such as monitoring adjacent waters during pesticide 

applications, and the selection of meaningful sampling sites during surveillance studies.
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RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 

Immu"noAffinity Chromatography (IAC) 

The selective AB-Ag reaction can be used to extract hapten molecules from 
complex solutions. Antibodies have been used in a novel extraction system to actively 

extract paraquat from macerated glass fibre filters (193, 194). In IAC the ABs are 
attached to a rigid or semi-rigid support which is then packed in a small column. 

Aqueous phase sample is passed through the column bed; the immobilized ABs 
selectively remove the target molecules from solution; the analyte is subsequently 

desorbed and eluted. A variety of pre-activated support materials are commercially 
available. The activated columns are stable (291) and can usually be reused many times. 
For high pressure IAC (HPIAC) techniques the ABs are immobilized on rigid supports 
that can withstand up to 1000 psi (133). IAC combined with other clean-up methods such 
as gel permeation chromatography (GPC) could be used to selectively remove 
contaminant residues from environmental matrices. IAC has been used to extract the 
steroid oestradiol - 17b from plasma and milk (292). l-Iamers and Paulussen (293) 
developed an automated column switching system to link an IAC column with a C-,8 
HPLC column for the isolation of nortestosterone from biological samples. Several 

hundred samples could be analyzed on each IAC column. Researchers at Monsanto 
Agricultural Company used IAC for the isolation of cytokinins (294). The column’s 
capacity was increased by the use of purified IgG, and the method had a dynamic capture 
efficiency of 100%. A MAB based IAC system was used to enn'ch chloramphenicol from 
swine muscle tissue (295)-. Co-extracted molecules did not interfere with the separation, 
and 100% of the analyte was recovered. IAC has been used to isolate many other 
analytes such as aflatoxin Mi from milk (296); chloramphenicol from milk (IL) and eggs 
(297,), and nortestosterone from defatted meat (298) samples. The availability of 
continuous supplies of MABs could help make IAC an attractive option for analytical 
chemists. The potential benefits of IAC warrants a rigorous evaluation of the technique 
using some trial environmental analytes.
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Immunosensor Probes and Flow Injection Immunoanalysis (F IIA) 

There is much current interest among clinical chemists in the development of 
immunosensor probes for the in-vivo detection of analytes (306). Similar probes could 
be used in non-clinical applications such as the monitoring of effluents or receiving 
waters (306). Bright et al, (138) described an immunosensor that consisted of fluorescent 
AB fragments that were immobilized on the end of a fibre optic probe. When analyte 
bound to the ABs, a -3-5 fold increase in fluorescence occurred. The sensor could be 
regenerated more than 50 times and was evaluated using I-ISA as analyte. 

In an altemative format (149, 150) unlabelled primary ABs are immobilized 
on the probe; after contact with the analyte the probe is exposed to fluorescein labelled 
second AB. The analyte level is proportional to the intensity of a fluorescent signal 
which can be induced by an excitation laser. This sandwich format is unsuitable for small 
haptens and would have to be modified for use with most envi_ronrnental contaminants of 
current concem. 

Biotronics Systems Corporation (273) have developed a capacitive affinity 
sensor for the detection of PCP; the probe is intended for use in the continuous 
monitoring of effluent or receiving water. The innovative probe consisted of a sensor cell 
that contained capture ABs which were retained by a size selective membrane. Hapten 
molecules are covalently bound to the sensor’s surface. ‘When the probe is in contact 
with sample, free analyte diffuses through the membrane and displaces some of the ABs 
that are bound to the immobilized hapten. A change in the dielectric constant between 
two capacitor plates results, which generates a measurable change in the cell’s 

capacit_a.n.ce. 

A flow immunosensor has been reported that could rapidly detect as little as 
29 p moi of 2,4-dinitrophenol-lysine /200 pl in continuous flow conditions (153); it
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should be readily adaptable for use with other analytes in water samples. In research that 

opens the way for the development of multi-channel immunosensors, Hlady et al. (316) 
demonstrated the spatially resolved detection of AB-Ag reactions at a solid/liquid 

interface by means of excited antigen fluorescence. There are still many formidable 
problems associated. with the development of biosensor probes, such as denaturation and 

irreversible biding of competing compounds; these must be successfully addressed if 

immunosensor probes are to become widely used (V75). 

. The proven utility of electrochemical techniques, such as flow injection 

analysis combined with electrochemical detection, has sparked interest in the development 

of electrochemical IAs (reviewed in 203). Two types of labels have been explored: 
enzyme labels that catalyze the production of electroactive product and labels that are 
themselves electroactive. Several promising assays for clinically important analytes such 

as digoxin (dl: 50 pg/ml.) have been developed. Electrochemical IAs are free from many 
matrix interference problems and afford detection limits in the low pg/ml. range with 

samples that are as small as 20 ,uL. The adaptation of flow injection analytical techniques 
for use with biochemical reagents such as ABs and enzymes is dependent on adequate 
contact time between the reagent and analyte molecules. This is achieved by the use of 

stopped flow techniques (220). A recently published mini"-review has surveyed the FIIA 
methods proposed so far (220). The first FIIA method for the detection of a pesticide in 
water‘ (221) has recently been reported. Anti-atrazine serum was immobilized on 
immunoaffinity membranes. The membrane is automatically changed after each assay. 
A "stop and go" sequence was used to pump the individual reagents through the 

membrane reactor chamber and a fluorometer was used to detect the products of a 

peroxidase tracer. The calibration curve was linear from 0.02 - 0.3 ng/mL and the 
method had a detection limit of 0.02 ng/mL. The FIIA’s precision was lower than the 
corresponding BIA, which was thought to have several causes: the nature of the FIIA 
reaction, the use of non-equilibrium conditions, and the immobilization technique.
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Multi-residue,IAs: Theoretical and practical considerations restrict the use of current IAs 
to single or dual analytes (227). Multi-analyte IAs would find ready application in 
clinical and environmental laboratories (118, 259). It appears that assay formats based 
on labelled ABs offer the best possibility for the detection of multiple analytes in small 
volume samples. Ekins and co-workers (118, 259, 268) in a recent series of reports, have 
described the principles underlying a multi-analyte microspot IA technique. The proposed 
technique uses high activity flourorescent labels which are about the most sensitive tracer 
systems available. The ratio of fluorescent signals emitted by occupied and free ABs that 
are located in spatially separated AB microspots is measured; the AB microspots 
collectively form an array on the surface of a micro-titre well or of a probe. The authors 
estimate that the technique, which is in its infancy, could detect as many as 10‘ different 
analytes in a 100 /4L sample. In practice, an array size appropriate to the task at hand 
would be used. Each micro-spot could be directed against a different analyte. When a 

small number of "capture" A_Bs are exposed to the sample, a fractional occupancy occurs 
that is directly proportional to analyte concentration (259) and is independent of the 
quantity of capture A_Bs. A labelled second AB can then be used to detect either bound 
antigen or unoccupied ABs (118). Both sets of ABs can be labelled with rare earth 
fluorophores (130) with distinct emission patterns (99). The fluorophores would be 
quantified using time resolved fluorometric detectors (100). _The practical application of 
the technique awaits the development of automated instruments that use spatially accurate 
excitation lasers and photon detectors. A theoretical analysis indicated that the non- 
competitive micro-spot array assays should have a sensitivity of 4 x 10"‘ M/L, at least 
the equal of conventional RIA like assays which have a theoretical maximum sensitivity 
of about 10'“M/L regardless of the tracer system (99, 118, 259). The basic principles 
underlying multi-analyte microspot IAs have been verified using a laser scanning confocal 
microscope (118). This novel assay format has the potential to revolutionise 

environmental IAs by facilitating the detection of multiple analytes in a single test whilst 
improving the sensitivity ofmany competitive IAs whose perfonnance usually falls short 
of the maximum achievable. Multi-analyte microspot IAs could well be the way of the 
future. '
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CONCLUSION 

Environmental IAs have much promise because of their sensitivity, low cost, 
rapidity, ease of use, and ability to process many samples at the same time. The paucity 
of full scale and rigorous validation studies has impeded the more Widespread use of IAs 
in routine analytical laboratories. Some of the recently published validation studies 
should increase confidence in the ability of IAs to deal with real world samples. The 

high initial cost of assay development and the previously poor availability of ABs to 
priority pollutants have been further impediments. As the foregoing problems are 

overcome, environmental IAs will become as valued by residue analysts, as their 

counterparts are by clinical chemists-.
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APPENDIX 1 

for glyphosate and diquat 

This appendix considers the suitability of the herbicides diquatQ) and 

glyphosate(g) as target molecules for analysis by IA-. There is an strong demand for a 

screening method for glyphosate, which is a non-selective post-emergence herbicide that 
is effective on deep rooted perennial species, and annual and biennial species of grasses, 
sedges and broad-leaved weeds. Glyphosate is water soluble and its residues are 

determined by HPLC methods. Diquat is a contact herbicide that is rapidly absorbed by 
green plant tissues which are subsequently killed on exposure to light-. It is often used 
in combination with paraquat to control grasses, There is a greater need for a screening 
method for glyphosate than for diquat. 

Because of their molecular sizes (glyphosate: 169.1; diquat: 184.2) both 
molecules m2ust be conjugated to a carrier protein before being used to induce ABs. The 
small size of both molecules would tend to make the induction of high affinity ABs 
problemiatical, Sensitive assays have been developed for paraquat which is related to 
diquat and to parathion and paraoxon which are similar to glyphosate. 

A possible conjugation route for diquat would be to aminate the aromatic 
structure in the para- position by nucleophilic substitution followed by conjugation to 
carrier protein via a diazo reaction. A similar strategy has been used to develop anti- 
parathion and anti-clomazone sera, Altematively, a spacer chain can be introduced 
between the hapten and the carrier protein using a mixed anhydride reaction. A similar 
strategy has been used to synthesise anti-dioxin haptens. 

Glyphosate’s small size and lack of distinctive molecular structures may also 
make the induction of avid sera difficult. In the absence of empirical evidence, however,
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it is difficult to be conclusive on this point; In the case of the similar compound Soman, 
PABs were found to weakly recognize Soman but to cross-r'eact strongly with various 
Soman analogs. Glyphosate could be coupled to p-aminophenol to form an ester which 
could then be conjugated to carrier protein by a diazotization reaction. This immunogen 
could then be used to induce the formation of PABs. If the sera did not have high 
enough affinity for glyphosate hybridoma technology could be employed to isolate the 
small number of clones that selectively and avidly recognise the im,munogen’s glyphosate 
moiety, As has been explained in the body of the review this is a_ more costly exercise. 
An alternative route for the synthesis of a glyphosate imrnunogen would be to couple the 
hapten to carrier protein via the carboxyl group using an NI-‘IS active ester reaction. 

Once suitable sera are developed they could be readily used in an indirect EIA 
format using an enzyme labelled second AB as the tracer. It should be possible to 
analyze both glyphosate and diquat in water samples without the need to pre-treat the 
samples.
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APP'ENDIX II 
Abbreviations used: 

ABs: antibodies 
2-ABZI: 2-aminobenzimidazole 
AChE: acetylcholinesterase 
ACN: acetonitrile 
Ag: antigen 
ANOVA; analysis of variance 
AOAC: Association of Official Analytical Chemists 
BGG: bovine gamma globulin 
BLSE Bl_aSticidin S" 
Bo: reference tubes in IAs (zero analyte bound) 
BP: benzo-a-pyrene . 

BSA: bovine serum albumin 
CR; cross reactivity 
CDI: carbodiimide 
CMC: 1-cyclohexyl-3-(2-morpholinoethyl) earbodiimide metho-4-toluene sulfonate 
CONA: conalbumin ' 

CV: coefficient of variation 
CYP: dichlorovinyl cyclopropane carboxyllic acid 
2,4-D: 2,4-dichloro-phenoxyacetic acid 
DAB: double antibody (technique) 
DCC: deictran coated charcoal 
DCP: 0,0 diethyl-0-[4-earboxyethyl-phenyl] phosphate 
DDA: 2,2-bis (p-chlorophenyl) acetic acid

M 

DDT: 1,1,1-trichlormdi-(4-chlorophenyl)ethane 
DiCC: dicyclohexylcarbodiirnide 
DL: detection limit 
DMSO: dimethyl sulfoxide 
ECD: electron capture detector 
EDC: 1-[3-(diethylamino)propyl]-3-ethylcarbodiimide 
EIA: gnzyme immunoassay 
ELISA: enzyme linked immunosorbent assays

I 

EMIT: gnzyme-3_n_ediated IA technique 
FIA: fluoroimmunoassay 
FIIA: Flow Injection Immunoanalysis 
GPC: gel penneation chromatography 
I-IAH: halogenated aromatic hydrocarbon 
I-IPLC: high performance liquid chromatography 
HSA: horse senim albumin 
I”: concentration of analyte that causes 50% inhibition in an IA 
IA: immunoassay 
IAB; immobilized antibody 
IAC: immunoaffinity chromatography 
IAs: antibodies immobilized on plastic spheres 
ICI: Imperial Chemical Industries 
IDAB: immobilized DAB assay format 
IgGl: immuno-gamma-globulin
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immobilised hapten 
IRMA: immunoradiometric assays 
IUPAC: Intema_tiona_l Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry 
KLH; keyhole lymphocyte albumin 
GC: gas chromatography 
GLC: gas liquid chromatography 
HPIAC: high pressure iimnunoaffinity chromatography 
KLH: keyhole limpet haemocyanin 
MABs: monoclonal antibodies 
MATP: methyl phosphonic acid, p-aminophenyl 1,2,2-trimethyl-propyldiester 
MBC: methyl 2-ben’zimida;olecarba_mate 
MBS: N-(m-ngaleimidobenzoyioxy)succinimide 
MIB: 2-methylisoborenol 
MW: molecular weight 
MS: mass spectrometry 
na: not applicable 
NHS: N-hydroxysuocinimide 
NPD: nitrogen phosphorous detector 
OD: optical density 
OVA: ovalbumin 
PA: protein-A 
PABs: polyclonal antibodies 
PA_HHs:A polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
PBA: '3-phenoxybenzoic acid . 

PBS: phosphate buffered saline 
PCBs: polychlorinated biphenyls 
PCDDs: polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins 
PCDFs: polychlorinated dibenzofurans 
PCP: pentachlorophenol 
PEG: polyethylene glycol 
PP: precision profile 
PT: pinch test 
PQL: practical quantitation l_imi_t 
RSA: rabbit serum albumin 
RIA; radioimmunoassay 
SD: standard deviation of the mean 
SPE: solid phase extraction 
2,4,5-T: 2,4,5-trichloro-phenoxyacetic acid 
TIE: thiabendazole ' 

TYG: thyroglobu_l_in 
UCLA: University of Califomia
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